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Abstract
The increasing demand for greater storage densities posesconstant challengesfor the magnetic recording industry. The move to perpendicular
recording occurred recently as this provides one way of increasing the
storage density. For further advancein the technology it is important to
gain an understanding of the micromagnetic and microstructural properties of the materials used in the hard drive. The material used in the
write head is extremely important as the storage density is increased.
CoFe alloys are currently of interest as they have a high magnetic moment and therefore have the potential to write to the high anisotropy
materials required for writing at the high densities. Transmission electron microscopy is an ideal tool to gain such information as it provides
a way of extracting magnetic information of the nanometre scale and
structural information on the atomic scale.
Chapter I of this thesis provides an introduction to ferromagnetic materials and the magnetic energy contributions which are present. The
principles of magnetic recording are then discussedalong with the advantagesof switching to perpendicular recording. The requirements for
the write head material are discussed at the end of chapter 1 and a
review of previous work on CoFe materials is given.
The main experimental techniques used for the work in this thesis are
described in chapter 2. Firstly the sputter deposition of samples is
discussed along with the characterisation of the bulk films with a B-

H looper. A detailed description of transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and the various imaging modes which have been
used is given.
The Fresnel mode and the differential phase contrast (DPC)
mode of
Lorentz microscopy have been used to study the magnetisation
reversal behaviour of the films and these are described. Electron energy loss
spectroscopy(EELS), which was used to investigate the elemental distribution in the films, is also discussed. A dual beam SEM/FIB
was used
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to investigate the surface topology of the films and a brief description
of the instrument is given. The final part of chapter 2 deals with the
preparation of cross-sectional specimens with the encapsulation method
and the patterning of thin films with electron beam lithography for use
in the TEM.

By way of an introduction to the various reversal behaviour which is
observedwithin magnetic films two soft films, NiFeCuMo and CoFeB,
have been investigated. The results from these films are discussedin
chapter 3.
In chapter 4 results from four CoFe thin films are presented. While all
films were of similar total thickness, 50 nm, the differences were the
inclusion or otherwise of a seedlayerand the introduction of nonmagnetic spacerlayers to form laminate films. The detailed mechanismsfor
easy and hard axis reversalsof the films were investigated. As expected
cross-tie walls were observed in the films with thicker CoFe layers and
wall displacementswere seen with the introduction of the spacer layers.
Magnetisation dispersion was reduced as multilayering was introduced
and a significant reduction in the grain sizefrom 12.5±2.8 nm to 7.9±1.5
nm was observed. In the laminated films with three spacer layers defect
areas where the magnetisation distribution differed markedly from that
in the surrounding film were observedand the formation of 360' domain
walls was noted. Cross-sectionalTEM showedthat the layer roughness
increasedthroughout the film thickness and this was thought to be the
probable causeof the localised anomalies.
Chapter 5 follows on from chapter 4 with an investigation into the origin of the defect areas and 360' domain walls. The easy and hard axis
magnetisation reversals for four CoFe laminate films were investigated.
The main differencesbetween thesefilms and those investigated in chapter 4 was the reduction in spacer layer thickness and variation of CoFe
layer thickness. In this casethe presenceof physical defects which significantly influenced the reversal behaviour were noted. A high density
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of 360' domain walls which persisted up to fields of a few hundred oersteds were observed. The walls remained throughout reversal and the
likely processeswhich occur during the reversal are presented. A quantitative investigation with DPC revealed that although some of the 360'
domain walls exist in only one or two layers of the laminate films there
are occasionswhere the walls exist throughout the whole thickness of
the film. However, the end points of the 360' domain walls are still not
understood.
In an attempt to gain an understanding of the physical structure of the
defects and some insight into what happened where the 360 0 domain
walls ended, SEM, cross-sectional TEM and EELS have been carried
out and the results are presented at the end of chapter 5 and in chapter
6. The defects were found to originate from particles present on the
substrate before the deposition of the CoFe films. The identity of the
particles is still unknown, however, due to the regularity of the particles
they are thought to be caused from some process after the etching of
the substrate and not from handling. Cross-sectional TEM revealed the
spacer layers are effective at separating the magnetic layers although
there are some instances where the growth in one layer may be affected
by that in an underlying layer.

In chapter 7 the final experimental work which explores the reversal
mechanismsoccurring in patterned films is presented. Rather than doing
the investigation on the complex CoFemultilayers, six permalloy shapes
with similar dimensionsto a write head were studied. It was found that
pole tips with widths of 500 nm and 1 ym were influenced significantly
by the reversal occurring within the whole shape. This study revealed
the obstacleswhich the CoFe films with well defined anisotropy have to
overcomewhen patterned down to write head dimensions.
Finally, the conclusions from the experimental studies are discussedin
chapter 8 along with future work which could be carried out.
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Chapter

1

Ferromagnetic thin films and their
use in magnetic recording
1.1

Introduction

Since IBM introduced the first disc drive in 1957 the storage density
has grown by a factor of more than two million [1]. The data storage
industry is constantly striving to maximise the storage in the smallest
area possible. At present lab demonstrations have shown densities of 200 Gbit/inch 2 and densities of 1 Tbit/inch 2 envisaged [2]. With this
increasein density there is a dramatic scaling down of critical dimensions
for recording heads and this leads to many design challenges.
For many years commercial disc drives have used the longitudinal mode
of recording. Whilst this mode of recording can still be used for storage at high densities, it is approaching the superparamagnetic limit [31
where spontaneousdernagnetisation can occur. The magnetic recording
industry is now moving towards perpendicular recording which eliminates head to head or tail to tail transitions between 'bits'. In this mode
the superparamagneticlimit is extendedand higher storage densities can
be achieved as discussedin section 1.4.2. Toshiba recently releasedthe
first commercial drive utilising perpendicular technology [4] with other
companiessuch as Seagatefollowing them [5,6].
I
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There are many challengesfacing the industry with the move to perpendicular technology. A critical challenge is developing the material used
in the write head. Co.,Fel-_, alloys have attracted a lot of interest as
they possessa high known magnetic moment at room temperature and
therefore are suitable candidates for writing to high coercivity materials.
The advantagesof using CoFe are discussedfurther in section 1.5.1.
To introduce the researchcarried out this chapter deals with the basics
of ferromagnetism, magnetic recording and the use of CoFe as a write
pole material.

1.2

Ferromagnetism

in Thin Films

U-

rorromagnets are materials which possess a non-vanishing magnetic moment in the absence of an applied field. Ferromagnetism originates from
the spin and orbital motion of the electrons within an atom inducing a
magnetic moment. Weiss [7] described the interaction between neighbouring moments in terms of an internal molecular field, H,,,, which
is directly proportional to the magnetisation, M. Heisenberg [81 then
showed the molecular field could be understood from quantum inechanical exchange interactions between unpaired electrons oil adjacent atoms
which promote the parallel alignment of the atomic moments. The energy associated with the exchange interactions is discussed further in
section 1.2.3. The exchange interaction is overcome at temperatures
above the Curie temperature, T, where the material becomes paramagnetic with randomly oriented atomic moments in the absence of an
applied field.

The maximum moment of a ferromagnetic material is known as the saturation magnetisation, M, and occurs when all the atomic moments are
aligned in the same direction by a high enough applied field. When the
field is removed the material may retain a net moment in the direction
of applied field. This moment is known as the remanent magnetisation,
2
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M, and is usually considerably lower than M,. The reduced moment
can be explained through energy considerations, as discussedin section
1.2.1, which causethe magnetisation to break up into uniformly magnetised regionsknown as domains. The total moment of the material is the
vector sum of the magnetic moments of the domains. In the presenceof
an applied field the net magnetisation increasesin the direction of the
applied field through either domain wall motion or coherent magnetisation rotation. It is possibleto image and study the behaviour of domains
in responseto an applied field through techniquessuch as magnetic force
microscopy (MFM) [9], the Bitter technique [10], the Kerr effect [11] and
Lorentz microscopy [12].

1.2.1

Energy Terms in a Ferromagnet

There are many contributing energy terms which determine the total
potential energy of a ferromagnet. These include the Zeemanenergy,the
exchangeenergy, the anisotropy energy, the magnetoelastic energy, the
magnetostatic energy and the domain wall energy; they are discussedin
sections 1.2.2 - 1.2-7. These terms dictate the micromagnetic behaviour
of the ferromagnet such asdomain forination, magnetisation reversal and
hysteresis.

1.2.2

Zeeman Energy

The Zeemanenergy is the energywithin the specimendue to an external
magnetic field and is given by

Ez = -po

kM-HdV

(1.1)

where 00 is the permeability of free space, H is the applied field and
V is the sample volume. The applied field acts to align the
magnetic
3
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momentsalong its direction and is the Zeemanenergy is a minimum for
all moments aligned parallel along this direction.

1.2.3

Exchange Energy

The quantum mechanical exchangeinteraction between unpaired electrons on adjacent atoms causesminimisation of the electrostatic energy
in the system and is responsible for the alignment of spin moments in a
magnetic material. If two interacting electrons are considered from the
Heisenbergapproach [81,the exchangeenergy e, can be describedby:
,

-2Ji, jsi. sj

(1.2)

where Jjj is the exchangecoupling constant and si and sj are the atomic
electron spin moments. The overall exchangeenergy, E,.,, is found from
summing the local exchange energies over the whole system. In most
casesa nearest neighbour calculation is sufficient and the total exchange
energy can be found from:

-2Ji, j

S2 1: COSO,,
j

(1-3)

ij

where S is the magnitude of the spin vector and cosoij is the angle
betweenthe spins i and j. Thus for ferromagnetic materials where the
exchangeconstant J is positive, the exchangeenergy is minimised when
Oij = 0, i. e. for parallel spins. Hence, the magnetic moments of the
sample align to give a non-zero magnetisation.

1.2.4

Anisotropy

Energy

Another term which contributes to the total magnetic energy of a ferromagnetic system is the anisotropy energy. Spin-orbit interactions are
4
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one source of anisotropy in single crystals and direct the magnetisation
along preferred crystallographic directions referred to as easy axes. The
directions which require the largest amount of work to align the magnetisation along are known as hard axes. The anisotropy is dependent
on the crystallographic symmetry of the material.
The anisotropy energy, Ek, of a hexagonal or uniaxial crystal such as Co

can be expressedas a seriesexpansion:

Ek= j (KI(I - ce23)
+ K2(1

_ a23)2
3

) dV

where K, and K2 are anisotropy constants andOZ3is the direction cosine
with respect to the unique axis. There are three anisotropy possibilities
in hexagonalcrystals. The first is when the easyaxis prefers to lie parallel
to the anisotropy axis and occurs if K, is large and positive. However,
if K, is large and negative, the easy axis prefers to lie perpendicular to
the anisotropy axis. The final caseoccurs when -2 < Kj1K2 <0 and
the magnetisation prefers to lie on a cone of angle 0 to the anisotropy
axis.
For a cubic crystal such as Fe the situation is more complicated due to
the higher degreeof symmetry. The anisotropy energy in this case can
also be expressedas a seriesexpansion:

Ek

[K

I

(a2

a2+ Ce2Ce2+
122331123

OZ2a2) +K

dV
2Ce2a2a2j

where a,, 1a2and a3 are direction cosinesalong the crystallographic axes.
The integration is performed over the volume of the solid, although due
to thermal fluctuations the higher order terms averageout and only the
first two terms generally need be considered. The anisotropy constant
K, has the largest effect on determining the preferred crystallographic
direction. Common easy directions in cubic crystals are < Ill >, <
110 > and < 100 >.
5
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For the polycrystalline CoFe films investigated in this thesis an easy
direction has been induced by deposition in an applied field of 60 Oe
(around the same order of magnitude to that used in previous studies
on high moment materials [131). Variation in the easy direction due
to the orientation of individual crystallites causes fluctuations of the
magnetisation about the easy direction and this is seen as magnetisation
ripple [14,151 and is discussed further in section 1.5.1.

1.2.5

Magnetoelastic

energy and magnetostriction

U_

materialscan be subject to mechanicaldeformationsunPOrromagnetic
der an applied magneticfield or on ordering into domainswhen cooled
below their Curie temperature. The deformation arisesfrom interactions betweenneighbouringatomic momentsand is known as the magnetostriction. The separationbetweenthe atomic momentsdue to inagnetostriction changeswith the magneticfield. The magnetostriction,A,
is definedas the fractional length change,6111,and the saturation value,
A, occurswhenthe magnetisationin the direction of the appliedfield is
equalto M,
The magnetoelasticenergy is associatedwith the stressand the direction
of spontaneousmagnetisation and can be expressedas
(3A,
2a dV
2 csln
where a is the tension in the system due to the applied field and a is the
angle between the saturation magnetisation and a. A fuller description
of magnetostriction can be found in reference

6
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1.2.6

Magnetostatic

Energy

The magnetostatic energy, E,,,, is partly responsible for the formation
of domains within a ferromagnet. It arises from the Coulomb interactions between magnetic dipoles present in the specimen. Both an external stray field and an internal dernagnetising field are generated by the
magnetic charges. The potential of the stray field for a volume, V, and
surface area, S, can be expressed as

-1

(1 -17-M
dV +
47r vRsR

M-n

dS)

where R is the position vector for the point in space where the field
from the chargeis evaluated and n is the outward pointing unit vector,
normal to the surface. V-M is the magnetic volume charge and M-n
is the magnetic surface charge. The Stray field, H,,, can then be derived
from

Hm = -V4)m

(1.8)

The magnetostatic energy contributions can then be written as
Em = Lo- H2 dV
2fm
where po is the permeability of free spaceintegrated over all space. The
extent of the demagnetising effect is strongly dependent on the sample
geometry, i. e. E,,, decreaseswhen the volume occupied by the stray
field decreases.Hence, by formation of domains, E,, is reduced and a
multidomain state, as illustrated in figure Llb-d, is preferred. However,
increasing the number of domains increases the exchange energy due to
the large angle between spins within the domain walls, thus the magne-

tostatic energy and exchangeenergy are in direct competition. The flux
7
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closure state, figure 1.1d, has minimal stray field and is the preferred
state when there is little or no Zeeman energy and anisotropy.

N

¶

/'

__
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the stray fields generated in (a) single domain state, (b) and (c) MUlticlomain
states and (d) a flux-closure state.

1.2.7

Domain Wall Energy

The transition regions which separate domains are called domain walls.
The magnetisation rotates coherently betweenthe directions of niagnetisation in neighbouring domains. There are various types of domain walls
asillustrated in figure 1.2. The occurrenceof these walls is dependent on
samplethickness. In a Bloch wall (figure 1.2a) the magnetisation rotates
perpendicular to the plane of the surface and only occurs in thicker films
and bulk material [171due to the surface magnetostatic energy. As the
film thickness is reduced and the magnetostatic energy becomessignificant Neel walls form (figure 1.2b). In this casethe magnetisation vector
rotates within the plane of the film. The Neel wall has magnetostatic
chargeson each of the wall surfaceswithin the film. As a consequence
of this, for a constant wall width, the magnetostatic energy is reduced
as the thickness decreases. In multilayer films Neel walls tend to be
attracted to each other and can form double walls as seen in chapter 4.
In bulk materials with uniaxial anisotropy in which Bloch walls occur, the energy associated with a domain wall, E, and the domain
8
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wall width,

6, are determined

by competing

exchange interactions

and

anisotropy. The anisotropy energy acts to decrease the wall thickness
as it is minimised by the moments aligning along the anisotropy axis
whereas the exchange energy prefers a wider wall since it is minimal when
neighbouring moments are parallel. In this case the domain wall width
FA
6=

7r 1ýu
KU where A is the exchange stiffness and & is the
U
FA
uniaxial anisotropy constant. For thin films where t<,, T_ Neel walls
u
FA
Kd is the
7Td
The
domain
wall
width
scales
stray
with
occur.
7ýdwhere

is 9iven by

field exchange constant and is given by Kd = poAý,2/2. As Kd >> K,
for Neel walls is narrower than in a Bloch wall.

6

Another type of domain wall which is observedin ferromagnetic,materials, is the cross-tie wall (figure 1.2c) [17]. This wall can form in films
where the thickness is in the transition region between the Bloch and
Neel walls. The magnetisation in a cross-tie wall rotates both in and out
of the plane of the film, i. e. a combination of Bloch and Neel type walls.

9
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(C)
4t--

4--

4-

4-

(d)

(e)

Figure 1.2: Planar view schematic illustrations of (a) Bloch-type wall, (b) N&A-type
wall, (d) linear 360' domain wall and (e) 360' domain wall loop.

wall, (c) Cross-tie

The last type of wall considered here is the 360' domain wall. The
magnetisation on cither side of this type of wall lies in the sanic direction. Linear 360' domain walls (figure 1.2d) often forin during reversal
sequencesin thin films and there are several examples of this in chapters 4 and 5. The linear walls can join up to form 360' domain wall
loops (figure 1.2e) which have been observed previously by TEM and
are particularly stable [18,19].

1.2.8

Total Energy

The total magnetic energy of a ferromagilet can be found from surnination of all the energy contribi it ions,

10
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Et,,t = E, + E, + E,, + E,\ + E,
-,
A magnetic system at any time tries to minimise Et, t. However,the magnetic configuration is dependent on the history of the particular sample
as the magnetic moments can get trapped at local energy minima and it
is common for domains to be present in minimum energy configurations.
The direction of the magnetic moments can be changedunder an applied
field and hysteretic behaviour such as domain processescan occur.
Through calculation and minimisation of the total energy it is possible to model magnetic systems and predict the behaviour in response
to an applied field. There are many widely used rnicromagnetic packagesbased on finite difference [201or finite element methods [21] which
enable modelling on the nanometre scale and can be useful in understanding experimental observation. For example Schrefl et al simulated
the formation and elimination of 360' domain walls in thin Co films [22]
which is relevant to the experimental observations in chapter 5.

1.2.9

Hysteresis Loop

The hysteresis loop for a magnetic material is a plot of the magnetisation, M, against the applied field, H. A schematic of a typical hysteresis
loop for a ferromagnet is shown in figure 1.3. When initially deposited,
the net magnetic moment for thin magnetic films is usually zero. Oil
application of a field the magnetisation then increases until saturation,
M, is reached. This initial part of the hysteresis loop can only be reproduced if the ferromagnet is demagnetised. On reducing the applied field
to zero the magnetisation then reduces to a value M, the remanence.
As the field is increased in the opposite direction the magnetisation goes
to zero when H=H,
the coercivity. Hysteresis loops for ferromagnets
are typically symmetric and centred about zero, as is the case for the

thin films investigated in this thesis.
11
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M
Remanence, Mr

Saturation magnetisation, M,

H
Coercivity, Hý

Figure 1.3: A typical ferromagnet hysteresis loop.

1.3

Principles of Magnetic Recording

Magnetic recording first began with Poulsen's experiments in 1898 [231
and over the past few decades there has been rapid advancement of the
technology. A schematic of the recording process is shown in figure 1.4.
In the recording system a current is generated in the write head by an
input signal which ill turn generates a field from the head. This field
is then used to write the information to the inagnetic recording media
and information is stored in binary form as a series of magnetic domains
known as 'bits'. The information can then be read back through sensing
the stray field from the transition regions between the bits. This is done
by the read head and the signal is then converted electronically to give
an output signal.

12
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Ar

outptA signal

Lamplifie]r

Fampli4---,

Input signal

Track wdtý

10

Recording medium

Media motion

Fi-ure 1.4: Schematic dia-rain of the inagnetic recording process

1.4

High Density

The growing demand
Illealls the industry

Magnetic

Recording

for storage on servers an(I personal computers

is constantly

striving t-) to maximise the. storage den-

Storage densities are usually quoted in terins of arval densities, i. e.
ssity.
bits per unit, area. however. the areal density can also be considered in
tenns of a track density (the, number of tracks per unit wi(Ith of the
fill1l) and a lillear density (the number of bits per unit length of track).
In essence. to increase the areal storage density the bit size should be,
reduced.

III this section Various formats which have shown potential for high density magnetic recording are discussed.

Longitudinal

Magnetic

Recording

The longitudinal Illode of magnetic recording is used in the majority of
current commercial hard disc drives. A schematic of a longitudinal write
13
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head is shown in figure 1.5. The head is a ring head and the inaglictisation is written by the fringnig fields froin the head gal). This gives
a maximum possible write field of - Aý,/2 where Aý, is the saturation
iiiagnetisation of the head [241. The inagnetisation of the bits lics in the,
plaile of the filin which results in head to head and tail to tail transitions
between neighbouring bits and unfavourable deinagnetising fields at the
transition regions. The data are read back by sensing the fields from the
transition regioii,,.,.With continued growth in the areal recording density
tlicre is a risk of spontaneous (Icinagiiefisation of the hits duc to tliernial
effects, this is known as the superparainagiietic effect and places a limit,
on the maximum acIiievable areal density [3].
Other factors which (,an limit the storage density are inedia parameters
The dernagnetising length is given by
mid write head characteristics.
[251 where Al, is the renianent magnetisation., t is the thickiiess
of the media and H, is the coercivity of the media. From the relationship
it (-an be seen that the deniagnetising length is smaller for smaller t.
For greater arcal densities smaller bit sizes are required which requires
a smaller delliagnetising

length, lience, constraints

are put on the filin

thickness.

--Coils

Recordingfield
Media

Figure 1.5: Illustration of a longitudinal ring head
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1.4.2

Perpendicular

Magnetic

Recording

Iwasaki and Nakemura [26] renewed interest in perpendicular recording
nearly 3 decadesago when they showed its potential for high density
recording. Figure 1.6 shows a schematic of the writing process in the
perpendicular mode of recording. In this mode the magnetisation of
the bits is written perpendicular to the plane of the media by the direet field from the single pole head. The demagnetising effects which
limit the areal density in the longitudinal mode are eliminated. In fact
the demagnetisingfields present in this mode support the opposite magnetisation of neighbouring bits [27] and therefore improve the thermal
stability. Hence the superparamagnetic limit is extended.
The soft underlayer (SUL), as illustrated in figure 1.6a, provides an efficient return path for the magnetic flux emitted from the pole tip. In
simple models the SUL can be considered as a mirror image of the head,
figure 1.6b and thus in a perfect situation could effectively double the
write field to - M, [28]. This enables writing to a higher coercivity
medium and therefore higher areal densities can be achieved thereby further deferring the density at which the superparamagnetic limit comes
into effect. It is also worth noting the single pole head is more efficient
than the ring head used in longitudinal recording. This can be explained
through the mirror image model where for a vertical field generated by
a current in the real head there is an additional vertical field generated
by the mirror image head. Thus for a specific field the
current required
in a single pole head is approximately half that required in a ring head.
Recent lab demonstrations using the perpendicular mode of recording
have shown storage densities of 245 Gbits/inch 2
and densities of 500
Gbits/inch 2 have been predicted with the new technology [29].

There are many other aspectswhich need to be consideredfor
optimisation of the recording system. For example the shape of the write pole,
head flying height, signal to noise ratio and recording
medium thickness
15
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[30., 31,321.

RealHead
Coils

Pecoiding field
Medium-
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IIII l"I I.al it )II (d it pcrjwl1di( Illitl

Write

I

ImageHead

Eff ecti ve
gap

r1111
II

Ic 1)(tl(' 11cadshowill" (it) t It(' St ý1, aild (h) t he ilwwo

Head Materials

for Perpendicular

Mag-

netic Recording
()11(, of thc 111aill requircil '(" It S for A-11effective single pole lica(l is the
capability to pl-ovide ýI large ellough write field to record onto the high
coel-civity media required for high density magnetic recording. Also. to
avoid the licad retaillilig a remanent, inagnetisation which could disturh
pi-eviously Writtell dat'a, it is important for the inaterial to have a low
il)l(,
coet-civity alid low relliallence. F(,N films have been pursued as I)os,.,,
camlidates as they have saturation flux densities of >2 T and are capable
of writing to inedia with coo,rci vi ties up to -5100 Oe [33]. Koniuro ct al.
[341r(, port ed a sat uratimi flux density of 2.8 T for a Fe.16N2 film. However
this value of satunitimi flux density haýsonly been found in samples which
were grown by molecular beani epitaxy which is not practical for large
CoFe alloys have also attracted significant interest
scale inamifacture.
due to their large saturation flux densities. Some of the challenges with
the use ()I'(()F(, alloys for single pole heads are discussed in the following
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section 1.5.1.

CoFe as a Write Head Material
Co.,Feloo-_,alloys are currently the best potential candidates for perpendicular recording heads. They possessa high saturation magnetisation,
pOM, >2.4 T in the range 30<x<50 [351where x is atomic percent, and
thus can write to the high coercivity media required for high density
magnetic recording. As deposited CoFe alloys characteristically show
isotropic behaviour with relatively large H, [361. As mentioned in section 1.5, a large H, is undesirable for a single pole write head and poses
a challengeif CoFe alloys are to be of any use. Previous studies of such
films have looked at the effect of various underlayers on the coercive field
[36,37,38,39,40,41].
Sun and Wang found a reduction in H, for a FeCoN film with a NiFe
underlayer and proposed an exchangeinduced ripple reduction mechanism in which the incoming FeCoN atoms are exchangecoupled to the
NiFe during the deposition, thus benefiting from its intrinsic softness
and low anisotropy dispersion [37,38]. Other authors also point out the
desirable effect of an underlayer though many with suitable attributes
are non-ferromagnetic, emphasising that exchange coupling is not the
only means by which H, can be reduced. For example, Platt et al [361
described a reduction in coercivity from 150 Oe to 12 Oe when CoFe
was grown on a thin CoO layer, Jung et al [41] reported significant reductions in H, for CoFe grown on a range of underlayers including Cu,
NiFe and Ru, and Katada et al [40] showed that underlayers of both
NiFe and NiFeCr could be effective. All three groups of researchersattributed the lower H, to a changein film microstructure induced by the
underlayer. In particular the importance of reducing the grain size was
noted. Moreover, Jung et al [411pointed out that the reduction in H,
was quantitatively consistent with Hoffman's theory of magnetisation
ripple [15,42].
17
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Magnetisation ripple is the name given to the small wave-like fluctuations
films
of the magnetisation direction that occur in thin ferromagnetic
[15]. Its source is randomly oriented local anisotropies and, in the case
of CoFe films, the origin is the anisotropy of the crystallites themselves.
The axes of the crystallites are randomly oriented, in either 2- or 3dimensions, depending on whether the film is textured or not. According
to Hoffman's ripple theory, the wall coercivity in a polycrystalline thin
film is given by [411:

S (D) 1/2
oc-M, WL

1

(1.11)

Here S is a structure parameter given by Kl,,,,,,Dln 1/21Kl,,,,,,,is the local
anisotropy, n is the number of grains through the film thickness, D is
the mean grain diameter, M, is the saturation magnetisation, W is the
wall width, L is the coupling length parallel to the wall approximated by
(AIKI )1/2where A is the exchangeconstant and K, is the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant. From the relationship it is evident that a
reduction in the mean grain size would indeed cause a reduction in the
coercivity. S is also important for determining the dispersion angle of
the ripple; a smaller S gives a smaller dispersion and the dependenceon
n is particularly relevant here as laminated films are under investigation.
Vopsaroiu et al [431recently investigated the effect of controlling the
grain size in CoFe films without seedlayersby a plasma sputtering process. They reported a reduction in H, from 120 Oe to 12 Oe, a similar
result to those described above, and again related the improvement in
softnessto a decreasein crystallite size. However, rather than using the
ripple theory, they argued that the variation of H, was well described
by the random anisotropy model [431. In this model, for a mean grain
size D and exchangelength L,.,, the coereivity increases as , D6 for
is independent of D for D
L, and decreaseswith 11D
for grain sizes larger than the domain wall width. For the case where
D<L,,,

18
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the intergranular exchange is significant and sudden changes
in the magnetisation at grain boundaries are prevented giving a more
local changes in anisotropy
uniform magnetisation whereas for D>L,
D<L,

from grain to grain can affect the magnetisation orientation and more
complex magnetisation distributions can occur. The results from Vopsaroiu et al [431showed that for grain sizes less than 15 nm the coercivity
was less the 25 Oe and for grain sizes in the range 15 imi to 26 nin the
coercivity remained almost constant at 120 Oe. Thus whilst discussion
continues on the precise mechanism by which H, is controlled in high
moment films of the kind used in write heads, it is generally agreed that
grain size is important and that a small mean value is desirable.
Another of the main concerns for films used in a single-pole writer is the
requirement for a rernanent state which will not cause unwanted erasure
of recorded data. Previously it was shown through modelling that laminating the pole tip gives near zero remanent field and therefore reduces
this so called erase-after-write (EAW) [44]. Subsequently Nakamoto et
al. demonstrated a significant reduction in head induced erasure by laminating high moment CoFe with non-magnetic NiCr [45]. The dynamics
of laminated writers is also under investigation as it is desirable to reach
the non-erasing state quickly [46].

1.6

Summary

In this chapter the basics of ferromagnetism have been discussedalong
with the use of ferromagnetic materials in magnetic recording. In section
1.4 various types of recording have been discussedand the promise of the
perpendicular mode for high density recording has been shown. Section
1.5.1 focused on the write pole material and discussedthe benefits and
various challengesof the use of CoFe alloys.
The work in this thesis focuseson the magnetic and physical characterisation of various CoFethin films through the use of transmission electron
19
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microscopy. To gain a greater understanding of the properties of possible write pole materials the effect on the magnetic microstructure of
both seedlayers and spacer layers has been investigated thereby allowing not only single layer but laminated CoFe films to be studied. The
instrumentation and experimental techniques are discussed in chapter
2. Chapter 3 introduces the magnetic characterisation of very soft thin
films through the Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy. The magnetic
and physical characterisation of various CoFe multilayers are presented
in chapters 4-6 and chapter 7 characterises patterned permalloy films.
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Chapter

2

Instrumentation

and Experimental

Techniques

2.1

Introduction

This chapter outlines the various experimental techniques used. The
sputter deposition of the magnetic films investigated is detailed in section 2.2. An overview of the electron microscope and the basic imaging
modes are presented in section 2.3 followed by a discussion of Lorentz microscopy and the implementation of the techniques in the Philips CM20
microscope in section 2.4. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 detail the analytical
techniques used to determine the physical microstructure of the films. A
brief description of a scanning electron microscope and focused ion beam
is given in section 2.7 The preparation of cross-sectional specimens for
the analytical investigations and the fabrication of elements by electron
beam lithography are then detailed in sections 2.8 and 2.9 respectively.
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2.2

Sample

Preparation

and

Characterisation

of

Films
2.2.1

Deposition

of Thin Magnetic

Films

One of the most commonly used methods for deposition of thin polycrystalline films is magnetron sputtering. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the
sputtering process. The deposition chamber is a diode plasma system
which is maintained under vacuum. The cathode is formed by the material to be deposited, i. e. the target, and the substrate is placed onto the
anode. The plasma is generated by electrons from the cathode ionising
an inert gas, usually argon. The gas ions are then accelerated towards
the surface of the cathode and atoms from the target are ejected. These
atoms are then deposited on the substrate and other surfaces within the
chamber forming thin films. Gas pressure and power are important factors in determining the quality of the sputtered film as they control the
substrate temperature and sputter rate. For increased sputter rates a
magnetron is placed at the target trapping electrons above the target
thus increasing the collision rate with the gas atoms. The deposition
rate is also influenced by the distance of the substrate from the target.
Most systems used today have multiple targets which can be selected
without breaking the vacuum, therefore, multilayer films with high interfacial quality can be produced. The thin magnetic films investigated
in this thesis were deposited in a multitarget magnetron system by Seagate Technology, Ireland. The composition of the magnetic layers in all
films was C035Fe65(written hereafter as CoFe). Only in one case was the
film a single magnetic layer; in the other films one or more seed and/or
spacer layers were also present. Seed layers were Inm thick Ni82.5Fe17.5
(written hereafter as NiFe) and spacer layers were 1.5nm thick A1203The CoFe and NiFe were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering whereas
the A1203 layers were deposited by RF sputtering. The RF mode prevents charge build up on insulating targets by varying the bias applied
25
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across the anode to cathode at, a high rate, thus this mode. is used for
the deposition of oxide filins. For the Lorentz microscopy studies the.
filins were deposited on Si3N4 membranes supported by Si with a 100
pin x 100 pin electron transparent window [1]. Such membranes are
suitable for direct, use in the transinission electron microscope (TENI),
avoiding as they do the need to remove the filin from a bulk substrate.
Tlic filins were also deposited onto Si substrates for the, preparation of
cross-sectional specimens as detailed in section 2.8.
Target/Cathode

Magnetic
field lines
Electric field
-few kV

* 10a

Ib ID

Ob&& db*_

(D 4i) 0,
Substrate/Anode

Metallic atonis
Gas atoms

Gas ions
0 Electrons

Fi-pure 2.1: Schematic illustration of sputter deposition.

2.2.2

Bulk

Characterisation

with

the B-H looper

The 13-11looper provides a non-dcýstructive way to characterise the
inagnetic properties of whole 6" wafers. The looper described here is the
SH13109 model which was used to characterise

the filins deposited

by

Seagate Technology, Ireland.

There are two main parts which
make up
the looper: olle applics the magnetic field to the wafer and the other
monitors I lle illaglictisation of the wafer in the magnetic field.
ý-l
In tlie first, part, m,thogonal fields are generated in the,
plane of the speciincii wit Ii two pairs ()f Helmholtz coils. Combination of these orthogonal
fields can generate a magnetic field along any in-plane direction.
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The second part comprises of two highly sensitive pickup coils: a normal
pickup coil and a transverse pickup coil. The normal pickup coil is more
sensitive, thus measurements are usually taken with this coil and the
hard
wafer is rotated through 90' between measurements of easy and
axis hysteresis loops.

The SHB109looper has two coil assemblies:a large coil assembly which
has a maximum output field of 75 Oe and a small coil assembly which
can output fields up to 200 Oe plus a DC offset of 20 Oe. The large
assemblyis used with a pickup capable of measuring 6" wafers and was
used for the B-H loop measurementsin this thesis. The small assembly
is used for measurementson 3" silicon samples.

2.3

Tý-ansmission Electron

Microscopy

(TEM)

TEMs were first introduced in the 1930s to overcome the image resolution of the optical microscope, which is limited by the wavelength of
light. Modern day TEMs provide spatial resolution on the atomic level
and are extremely versatile instruments for characterising a wide range
of materials. Along with structural information the TEM provides information on the magnetic microstructure of Materials through a technique
known as Lorentz microscopy which is discussedin section 2.3.5.
Three microscopeshave been used for the work presented in this thesis.
For the magnetic work a modified Philips CM20 microscope was used
and for the conventional TEM imaging a FEI Tecnai 20 was used. The
analytical work was carried out on a FEI Tecnai F20 (S)TEM equipped
with a Gatan Enfina spectrometer with spatial resolution of -0.2 nm.
The main components of the conventional TEM are discussed in the
following two sections.
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2.3.1

The Electron Gun

There are three types of electron source used in TEMs: theri-nionic, cold
field emissionand Schottky field emission. Electrons are emitted from a
thermionic sourcewhen it is heated to overcomethe workfunction of the
material, whereasa field emission source requires the application of an
electric field to overcome the workfunction and emit electrons. Either
tungsten filaments or lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) crystals are used
as thermionic emitters due to their high melting point and low work
function and field emitters are fine tungsten needles.
The FEI Teenai 20 microscope utilises a LaB6 thermionic emitter. In
this casethe source is bonded to a metal filament which is resistively
heated, thus indirectly heating the LaB6 crystal until thermionic emission occurs at 1700 K. The emitted electrons are then accelerated by a
seriesof electrodesto gain a kinetic energy of 200 keV. A Welmelt cylinder, positioned between the source and the accelerator stack, controls
the emissionand focusesthe electrons to a cross-over.
The sourcein a cold field emission gun (FEG) is biased negatively with
respect to two anodes. Intense electric fields are generated at the tip
by application of a positive potential to the first anode. This potential
is known as the extraction voltage as the fields generated enable electrons to quantum mechanically tunnel out of the tip. The second anode
acceleratesthe electrons to their operating voltage and a cross-over is
formed by combination of the fields from both anodes. For field emission
to occur the tip must be in pristine condition, but even under UHV conditions build up of contaminants still occurs. Thermally assisted FEGs
overcomethis by moderately heating the tip to evaporate the eontaminants. This also has the benefit of assisting the electrons in overcoming
the energybarrier.
In a Schottky field emission gun the tip is coated with another material, e.g. zirconia (Zr02) which acts to reduce the work function. The
28
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application of an electric field then gives the electrons enough energy to
overcome the workfunction and escape from the tip. Both the Philips
CM20 and the FEI Tecnai F20 have Schottky field emission sources and
have operating voltages of 200 keV.

In both the thermionic and field emission casesa virtual electron source
is created from the first cross-overformed from the electron gun. The
characteristicsof this virtual source dictate the brightness, 0, of the gun
which is given by:
4ie
(7rdoo-o)2

(2.1)

where i, is the emission current, do the virtual source diameter and ao
the convergencehalf angle. The virtual sourcesize in the FEC is 100x
smaller than in the LaB6 thermionic gun. This results in a far greater
brightness in the FEC (of the order of 1013 A/m'sr compared to 1010
A/in 2sr in the LaB6 gun). FEGs also have a smaller energy spread than

thermionic sourcesmaking them more suitable for applications such as
HRTEM and Lorentz microscopy which require a small coherent source.
Thermionic sourcesare more suitable for standard TEM as the greater
sourcesize allows larger areas of the specimento be illuminated without
the loss of intensity on the screen.

2.3.2

The Microscope

Column

Electrons leaving the gun region pass into the microscope column. A

schematic illustration of a conventional TEM column is shown in figure
2.2. The illumination system consists of a range of lenses and apertures which determine how the specimenis illuminated and the mode of
operation of the microscope.
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Viewng screen
Detectors

Figure 2.2: Simplified ray diagram for image forination in conventional TEM.

TEMs use inagnetic. lenses to focus and magnify the electron beam.
These consist of a polepiece made up of a soft magnetic inaterial with a.
liole (or bore) drilled through it, copper coils which surround the polepiece and a lens body. There are usually two polepieces in one lens and
the distance between thein is called the gap. The bore to gap ratio controls the focussing action of the lens. A magnetic field is generated in
the bore when a current is passed through the coils and the lens body
provides a path for the magnetic field to flow through completing the
magnetic circuit. The user can control the strength of the field and

subsequently,through the Lorentz force, the path of the electrons by
ch,anging the current through the coils.

In all three microscopesused for the work in this thesis there are two
main condenser lenses, C, and C2. The C, lens forms a demagnified
image of the gun cross-over and controls the beam. diameter at the spec-

inlen. The angular convergenceof the beam is controlled by the Q) lells.
The condenseraperture strip lies below the condenser lens system and
30
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this allows further control over the illumination conditions. The apertures range in size, typically from 20/-tm to 200[im. Inserting a smaller
density.
aperture gives a beam with greater coherence, but lower current,
In the conventional TEM the specimen is situated between the upper
and lower polepieces of the objective lens. This lens is the primary
imaging lens and determines the resolution of the microscope. It forms
the first intermediate image and has a magnification in the range 50 100 times. A mini-condenser (or twin) lens is used when the microscope
is operating in scanning TEM (STEM) mode where a probe size less
than 10 nm is desired. Its role is to focus the electron beam to a probe
at the specimen. For STEM imaging the electron beam is then rastered
across the specimen by using two sets of deflection coils which keep the
motion of the beam parallel to the optic axis. A series of intermediate
and projector lenses further magnify the image and project it onto the
phosphor viewing screen. The first intermediate lens is responsible for
selecting whether the microscope operates in an imaging or diffraction
mode.

In most modern microscopesimages are recorded with a charge coupled
device (CCD) camera situated below the viewing screen. A scintillator
plate converts the electron image into a light image which is then transferred to the surfaceof the pixelated CCD through a fibre optic plate. To
control the exposureand prevent burning of the CCD array the electron
beam is blanked and unblanked for a specified time. The image data is
read out directly by computer allowing real time viewing and processing
of the data. It is still possible to acquire images with film, however,
the CCD camera is a far quicker way of recording images. Diffraction
patterns still tend to be recorded with film to prevent burning the CCD
array.
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2.3.3

Diffraction

Electrons incident on a crystalline specimen are diffracted from crystallographic planes through Bragg scattering. These diffracted electrons
form a diffraction pattern close to the back focal plane of the objective
lens. By adjusting the post-specimen lens set up so that the back focal
plane of the objective lens acts as the object plane for the first intermediate lens the diffraction pattern can be viewed on the Phosphor screen
(fig. 2.3(a)).

2.3.4

Bright Field and Dark Field Imaging

The simplest modes of operation in a TEM are bright field and dark
field imaging. In both modes the intermediate lens is adjusted so that its
object plane is the image plane of the objective lens. For the bright field
mode the image is formed by electrons from the central diffraction spot,
i. e. the direct electrons (figure 2.3b), whereasin the dark field mode the
scattered electrons form the image (figure 2.3c). An aperture is inserted
into the back focal plane to select the electrons to form the image. The
contrast formed in the bright field image is from variations in electron
scattering acrossthe specimen. The dark field mode can be performed
in two ways: either the aperture can be displaced from the optic axis
to a specific diffracted beam or the illumination can be tilted so that
the diffracted beam remains on axis. When the aperture is displaced
the selectedelectrons are off-axis and are subject to aberrations and it
can be difficult to focus the image. Hence, for the dark field imaging
carried out in this thesis, the electron beam has been tilted so that the
diffracted electrons travel down the optic axis and the aberrations are
avoided. The image formed in this mode is predominantly dark with
bright areas indicating crystallites whose orientation is appropriate for
excitation of the selecteddiffracted beam.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of (a) diffraction, (b) bright field and (c) dark field imaging modes.

2.3.5

Magnetic

Imaging

In Lorentz microscopy [2] image contrast is generated from the deflection of the electrons as they pass through a in,,,
ignetic specimen. The
deflection is a consequence of the. classical Lorentz force, FL, WhiCh is
given by:

FL

-c(v x B)

(2.2)

where e is the electron charge, v the velocity
the magnetic. in(hiction
peii(ficular

(of the specimen).

to the specimen the deflection

the integrated induction

of the. electrons and B

For electrons incident

per-

angle, OL, is proportional

to

along the path of the. electrons. The deflection

angle in the x direction due to the y component of induction,

By, is

expressed ws:

A (X) =h

A foo
oo

By(x, z)dz

(2.3)

where x and y are the directions in the plane of the specimen, A is the
de Broglie wavelength and h is Planck's constant. For a uniforin filin of
thickiless t with uniform in-plane niagnetisation and saturation magnetic
induction B, the deflection allgl(ý OL is given by
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eBstA
h

(2.4)

The Lorentz deflection is significantly smaller than that arising from
Bragg diffraction with typical deflections 1-100 prad compared to -10
mrad for Bragg scattering.
Lorentz microscopy can also be considered from a quantum wave-optical
approach and this is necessary to extract the maximum quantitative information. From this approach the deflection of the electrons is replaced

by a phase shift, 0, experienced by the electron waves when passing
through the specimen [3].
27TeN
h

(2.5)

where N is the magnetic flux enclosed by the paths of two electron rays.
The phase shift between two points, x, and X2 can then be described by:

(X2

-

Xl)

27re

X2

::-- -h

f.

00

B, (x, z)dzdx

X1

(2.6)

which can be written as:
(X2

27ret

h

X2

fxi B, (x)dx

(2.7)

Hence, it can be seen that the magnitude of the phase shift is proportional to the integrated magnetic induction along the electron trajectory.

2.4

The Philips CM20

The Philips CM20 microscope has a column specifically modified for
Lorentz microscopyinvestigations [4]. The principal modifications to the
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of two super iiiiiii-leilses above and below
the objectivc polepieces an(I ail increascd gal) (figure 2.4). The objective lens is switched off to avoid significantly altering the magnetic fields

column are the introduction

around an(I within the si)ccinle. n. The inini-lenses act ws,the condenser
and imaging lenses allowing the specimen to be ill field-five space and
to he ohserved. The objective lens can.
the magnetic microstructure
11()wever.be excite(I weakly to act as a sourcc of magnetic field perpendiculal. to the plalle of the Specimen. A component of field c,,ali then
I)c intn)(hiced ill the plane of the specimen through tilting the specimen
ill its holder: t hereby in-sit u inaglictising experiments can be perforine(I

[5]. For Ihc filins investipted

Itere. vertical fichis of typically

100 - 300

Oe were used. although the maximum field available is -6300 OeOptic axis

Conventional
1,ýIls mn'--lings

U11.1-1
Lens coie

Pole piece
,pecimen rod
I

r1I iti. v.

t

ntz

I

--w--

Coil,,entionaI
lens windings
Figure 2.4: NImlified objective lons r(, -ioii in the Philips CM20 microscope.
I(,

2.4.1

Frestiel Imaging

The 141-csilel
mode of Lorentz microscopy is one of the most commonly
ll"('d t('('Illli(ill('S f0l, i"M0119 I'laglictic microstructure and is casy to implement, in the TENI. By over or underfocusing of the imaging 1(,Ils(,s t,ll(,
illt'onsitlv (list riblit ion of clectrons at, a distance Az above or below the
specillicil call be imaged [6]. Domain walls are revealed as narrow bright
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and (lark bands on a near uniform background as illustrated in figure
2.5. The magnetic contrast cail be inverted by changing froin
to underfocius. In polycrystalline speciniens, magnefisation ripple is of-

ten seenwithin the domains themselves [7]. The ripple arises from the
variations in anisotropy, a consequenceof the different orientations of
crystallites. The ripple direction is known to be perpendicular to the incan direction of inagnefisation ý8] and thus (,all be used

the individual

to ()I.I(,Ilt the specillicil

ill the inicroscope

such that the applied field is

parallel to either the casy or hard axis of the filin.

The Fresnel inode is a relatively quick an(I simple inethod of oht,ýjljjijjg
good qualitative magnetic images. The main disadvantage of t,ll(, t(,(ýJjIlique is the hillitc(l resolution (Ille to defocusing the imaging lens. at
best 30 11111;
therefore this Illodc is most suited to imaging continuous
films.

(a)

(b)

IF
z

y

Specimen

Defocus \Z

I,

Ar

ZConvetgent

1,1'r
,

Iit

Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic ray diagrain for image formation in the Fresnel imaging mode and (b)
el
In
n
Example
Fresnel image. The Yellow arrow indicates the niagnetisation direction.

2.4.2

Differential

Phase Contrast

(DPC)

The differential phase contrast (DPC) [9] niode. is a
enables determination of the local direction and magnitude

wilich
of thc in-

plane component of magnetic induction and, as such, is more suitable
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for quantitative studies. It is a, STEM techilique ill Which Ole clectroll
be,ain is focused to a small prohe and rastered across the specimen by a
set of scan coils. The electrons are deflected by the Lorentz force as they
pass through the specimen and forin a coile. which is then descamic(l by
a second set, of coils and projected onto a quadrant, detector as illustrated in figure 2.6. Due to the Lorentz deflectioll", the projected colle
is not centred On the detector giving different signal levels from C8,01Of
the quadrants. Taking difference signals froin opposite quadrants gives
a direct ineasure of orthogonal components Of 0 L-, therefore the compohe found and a complete inap Of the
licifts Of magnetic induction can
iii-plane induction

from ail untilted

specimen can he built up. Summing

t1w signals from all four quadrants gives a bright field image of the speciincii, thus structural and magnetic information caii be compared directly.
The resolution Of DIIC imaging is dependent on the probe size which is
deterillilled from the
optics. In the Philips CN-120the rcsobetter than Fr(, sii(, l imaging. However,
the alignillent, of the microscope for DPC is a 1(,iigtliy procedure when
compared to that, for Fi-(,sii(, I.

bition is sifl) 10nin, significantly

(b)

(a)
Probeformingaperture

NA
Výj
Spec men

D¬-c: 3n CcIs

Postspecinen
lenses
Ouadrant detector

Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic of image formation in DPC and (b) Example DPC images. The yellow
arrows indicate the direction of induction which the corresponding image is sensitive to.
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2.5

The FEI Tecnai 20

FEI Tecnai 20 was primarily used for
For the work in this thesis the
conventional TEM. It is also capable of Fresnel imaging, although the
U-

magnetic iniaging in this thesis was mainly carried out in the Philips
CM20.
For the cross-sectional multilayer samples under investigation a double.
tilt rod was used to ensure the sample was aligned such that the incident,
electron beani was parallel to the layer interfaces. The rod enabled tilts
of ±40' in the a-direction and ±30' in the O-direction as illustrated in
figure 2.7.

tilt
ttilt
ilt

Figure 2.7: Schematicillustration of the Tecnai double tilt rod.

2.6

The FEI Tecnai F20

The FEI Tecnai F20 is a state-of-the-art nalioanalytical microscopewith
completedigital control. The capabilities of the niicroseopeinclude conventional TEM, STEM, EDX and EELS. The column has been fitted
with a liquid nitrogen cold finger to reduce hydrocarbon contamination

during high resolution studies.
As in the FEI Teenai 20 a double tilt rod was used to ensure the correct
alignment of the specinien with respect to the incident, electron beam.
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2.6.1

STEM Bright

and dark field Imaging

In the STEM mode electron detectors are used to form the images. These,
act in a similar way to the apertures in CTEM allowing only specific
electrons to contribute to the image formation. For bright field images
the detector is centred on the optic axis allowing the direct beam to form
the image,thus bright field imaging in STEM produces similar imagesto
standard TEM bright field images. This is true provided the reciprocity
theorem holds, i. e. if the range of angular integration in the STEM
detector plane is the same as the beam convergence angle in CTEM.
For dark field STEM, annular detectors which surround the bright field
detector are used to collect scattered electrons, hence images are formed
from a large fraction of the annular range of electrons unlike in TEM
where only one specific reflection forms the image. In the FEI Tecnai
F20 there are two dark field detectors; an annular dark field (ADF)
and a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) as illustrated in figure
2.8. The ADF detector is mainly used for dark field STEM imaging.
The HAADF detector only collects those electrons which are scattered
through large angles, 0> 50 mrads [10], therefore the contrast observed
in the imagesis dependent on the atomic number. Hence this technique
is often referred to as Z-contrast imaging.
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HAADF

ADF

BF

ADF

and ExperiniciitiiI Techniques

HAADF

Figure 2.8: Schematicillustration of STEM detectors on the Teenai F20 where the collection angles
follow the following relationship 03 > 02 > 01. The BF detector collects the direct electron beam and
low anglescatteredelectronswhereasthe ADF and HAADF detectorscollect thoseelectron scattered
to higher angles.

2.6.2

Electron

Energy

Loss Spectroscopy

(EELS)

In (Jectron energy loss spectroscopy a nionoenergetic electron bealn is
fired at a thin specimen (the beam energy in the FEI Teciiai F20 is
200keV). The incident electrons can be inelastically scattered from the
atoms through excitation of inner shell electrons to unoccupied states
[111. This process results in an ionisation edge in the energy loss spectrum at an energy equal to the binding energy of the shell, thus the edges
are characteristic of the material being investigated. An energy loss spectrum is obtained by measuring the energy distribution of the transmitted
electron beam and information on local chemistry and bonding can be
extracted from the resulting spectrum.
In the EELS spectriiiii there are two areas of interest: the low loss region
and the core loss region. The low loss spectrum contains the zero loss
peak which rcsiilts from electrons having lost no energy and the plasmon peak where the electrons have lost energy from plasnion excitations
which are resonant oscillations of the valence electrons in a solid. The,
core loss region contains the characteristic ionisation edges superimposed
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on a background of the forin E-I'. Examples Of tYPical low loss and core
loss spectra from the CoFe inultilayer fiIIIIS are. shown in figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Example of an EELS spectra from the CoFe multilayer samples showing (a) tile low loss
region and (b) the core loss region.

For EELS investigations the sample thickness is extremely important
and Is limited to -100 nin as the peak to background ratio rapidly
decreaseswith thickness. However, if the s1w.c.inicil is too thin there is
very little scattering and the signal to noise ratio is low. The probability
of multiple scattering increases as the, thickness of the specimen increases.
The probability of a scattering event should obey Poisson statistics where
the probability of ail clectrou undergoing n scattering events is given by
[III:

exp

(2.8)

where t is the s1wchnenthickness and A,, is the total inean free path.
Thus dic specimen t1iicknesiscan be found froin the intensity relationship:

lo = Itexp

(-1)
All

(2-9)

where 1()is the intensity of the zero loss peak and It, is the transinitted
intensity. It is also possible to extract quantitative information from the
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following relationship:
peak intensities through the
Ik

(A, a, 0) =

NOk A

01 0) 10

(2.10)

where A is the width of an energy window, Ik and Ok are the intensity
and cross-sectionfor the energy window A. Ik and O'kare functions of
the convergence,a, and collection, 13,semi angles. The energy window
can be constrained by the presence of multiple edges in the spectrum.
This relationship allows atomic ratios for two elements, a and b, to be
calculated through the following equation:
Na
Nb

Ika (Aai

Cei0) G'ka (iýýLaiCe,ß)
Ikb (Abi ai 0) '7kb Okbi ai /3)

For the work on the CoFe multilayeys in this thesis this is UsfI in
determining if the relative composition of the elementsvaries throughout
the film.

2.6.3

The EELS spectrometer

The TecnaiF20 is fitted with a Catan Enfina"' parallel detection electron energylossspectrometer.A schematicillustration of the spectrometer is shownin figure 2.10. Electronsentering the spectrometerare focusedby the quadrupoleand sextupolelenses.They are then separated
out accordingto their energiesby the magnetic prism and an energy
spectrumis formed. The quadrupole lensesincreasethe dispersionof
the spectrumbeforedetection with a yttrium aluminiurn garnet (YAG)
scintillator coupledto a 1340 x 100 CCD camera. The dispersioncan
be set to a rangeof valuesfrom 0.05 eV to 1.0 eV per channel. Typical
valuesusedfor the EELS work on the CoFemultilayers were0.3 eV and
0.5 eV per channel,thesesettings ensuredsimultaneousdetection of all
the elementaledgesbeing investigated. Applying a voltage to the elec42
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tronically isolated drift, tube enables an energy off-set of the spectrum
allowing correction of energy drift.
Objectiveplane of spectrometer

1ýý

4
4

Entranceaperture
Sextupolelens
Quadrupolelens

Electricallyisolateddrift tube
.11
1

CCD Camera
F-111111111111
./

900prism ,
Magneticsector
Quadrupolelenses
YAG scintillator

Figure 2.10: Schematic illustration of the main parts of the Gatan Enfina spectrometer.

2.6.4

Spectrum

Imaging

It is possible to observe changes in local composition across interfaces
and grain boundaries through spectrum imaging. This is a scanning
technique which involves collecting spectra at points across a line or
area and produces a digital ii-nage in which every pixel corresponds to an

EELS spectrum. The data can be processedfroin the whole spectrum
image simultaneously allowing consistent analyses, such as elemental
profiles across the specimen, to be produced. A schematic, illustration
of the 3D nature of spectrum images is shown in figure 2.11. Spectrum
imaging can be quite time consuming as it is a point by point technique.
Therefore, although it is possible to record spectra over an area it is
usual to record 2D line traces in which the dimensions are Ax and AE.
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Ax

Figure 2.11: Schematic illustration of spectruin image, acquisition.

Analysis of EELS data sets was performed using specialised software
within the Digital MicrographTAI (DM) package as discussed in section

6.4.

2.7

The

Scanning

Electron

Microscope

and

Fo-

cused Ion Beam System
A scanning electron microscope is capable of imaging the, surface of materials. In this system an electron beam is focused by a series of apertures
and lenses and rastered across the specimen. Collection of the secondary
electrons, which are emitted as the electron beam interacts with the
specimen, enables an image of the specimen surface to be formed and
topograplfic information can be determined.

The focused ion beam (FIB) system is similar to the SEM in that it
rasters a beam across the specimen and ali image can be forined from
the secondaryelectrons. Ions are field extracted from a liquid metal ion
source,commonly Ga+, and acceleratedby an electric field. The ions are
then collimated and focused with a seriesof apertures and electrostatic
lenses. FIBs are most coininonly used for milling materials, performing
tasks such as trimming of write heads for perpendicular recording [121
and preparation of TEM specillielis [131.
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Recent developmentshave seen the advent of dual-beam SEM/FlB systems. As the name suggeststhe system has both an electron bcain and
an ion beam thus is capable of simultaneous imaging and milling. The
SEM/FlB work in chapter 6 was carried out on a FEI xT Nova Nanolab
200 SEM/FlB which enabled serial sectioning and imaging of the, CoFe
films to be performed. The typical energy of the Gal beam is 30 keV
with beam currents ranging from I pA to 20000 pA. The best quoted
resolution of the Gal beam is 6 nm [141. The electron beam is a FEGSEM column with an energy range of 500 eV to 30 keV. The instrument
also bas the capability to deposit Pt by gas ion injection. This is useful
in protecting specific areas of the specimen before milling is performed.

2.8

Preparation

of Cross-sectional

Specimens

In order to look at, inaterials in a TEM they imist be electron transparent,
i. e. a maximum thickness of 100 nin for 200 keV electrons. For the high
resolution studies of the magnetic films cross-sectional specimens need to
be thinned down to see what is happening through the multilayer stack.
An established encapsulation inethod which involves dimpling folio-\N,
ed
by ion-milling to electron transparency was used here [151. Electron
transparent regions are typically a few hundred nin. A schernatic of a
cross-sectional specimen before and after ion beam thinning is shown in
figure 2.12.
Before Ion beam thinning

Thin Film

After Ion beam thinning

Thinned area

Substrate
Brass
Molybedenum
3MM

Figure 2.12: Schematic illustration of a cross-sectional specimen.
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2.9

Electron

Beam Lithography

and Experimental Techilique,,;

and the Lift-off

Process
Although useful information is obtained from the characterisation of continuous films, characterising elements with similar dimensions to those
of a recording head provides a better indication of the behaviour of the
beads. For this reason patterned films were prepared by electron beam
lithography. This is a well established technique for defining very small
structures and a technique has been developed for the fabrication of
elements onSi3N4 membranesfor viewing in the transmission electron
microscope [1]. The electron beam is focused to a spot by a series of
magnetic lensesand scannedacrossthe sample surface by deflecting the
beam and moving the sample stage under computer control. The pattern to be written is designedwith computer software then transferred
to the beam writer.
The basic steps involved in the lift-off processused to fabricate the patterned structures are illustrated in figure 2.13. The sample is coated with
a material which is responsive to the electron beam known as a resist.
Polymethyl methaerylate (PMMA) is one of the highest resolution resists [16] and was used here. In order for the deposited material to have
a clean separation from the resist an overhang profile is desired. This
is achieved by depositing two separated layers of resist with different
molecular weights. A higher molecular weight resist produces smaller
line widths for a give dose, thus by coating a higher molecular weight
resist on top of a lower molecular weight resist the overhang profile can
be achieved. Once the sample has been coated with the layer resist it is
exposedto the electron beam and the pattern is written. The material
is then developed in an isopropyl alcohol (IPA): methyl-isobutyl ketone
(MiBK) mixture to removed the exposed resist. The metal is then deposited (a processknown as metallisation) and the resist removed with
acetone. The metal which was on the resist is lifted-off and the desired
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pattern is left, on the sample.
electron
beam
sample
bilayer resist

(b)

(C)

metal

(d)

Figure 2.13: Schematic of the steps involved in the, lift-off process. (a) the two layers of resist oil top of
the sample, (b) the overhang profile created after e-beam exposure and developing, (c) metallisation
and (d) after lift-off.
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3

Characterisation
ferromagnetic

3.1

of extremely
thin films

soft

Introduction

The magnetic anisotropy of thin films is important for the control of
magnetic properties and soft magnetic films have attracted a lot of interest due to their applications in sensors. Previous studies have shown

it is possible to induce anisotropy during deposition of thin films [1]
[2]. Egelhoff et al. have looked at the
or with a post-deposition anneal
properties of asdeposited alloy films and, of the films investigated, found
Ni77FeI4CU5MO4had

the softest properties [31.

As an introduction to the magnetisation reversal behaviour observed
in the soft CoFe films which make up the majority of this thesis, two
soft films which show comparatively simple reversal behaviour have been
investigated. The samples were deposited by magnetron sputtering, as
described in chapter 2, onto Si3N4 TEM membranes at the National
Institute of Scienceand Technology in the USA and are described below.
25 nm / A1203 2.5 nm annealedin a rotating field
SF1: Ni77Fe14CU5MO4
of 200 Oe at 250' for I minute in air
SF2: C040Fe4OB20 7.5 nm / A1203 2 nin not annealed
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The annealing step for film SFI was carried out to stabilise the film,
i. e. to prevent easy and hard axes forming over time. Film SF2 was not
s
annealed to preserve the amorphous structure of the CoFe.Bsaý
, it w,,3,;
unclear whether annealing would partially crystallise the film. The films
have been investigated using the Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy
and with conventional transmission electron microscopy (CTEM).

3.2

Physical

microstructure
CoFeB thin films

of NiFeCuMo

and

Figure 3.1 showsbright field TEM images and diffraction patterns of SF1
and SF2- It can be seenfrom the bright field TEM image and diffraction
pattern of SF1 the film has a crystalline structure (figure 3.1a). Over 100
measurementsof the grain diameter were made using the particle sizing
feature in the imaging software package Digital Micrograph TM and the
mean grain size was found to be 9.5 nm with a standard deviation of
1.6 nm. The bright field TEM image of CoFeB indicates the structure
is amorphous as expected and this is backed up from the diffraction
pattern which shows diffuse rings. It is also worth noting, in figure 3.1b,
the presenceof areas with black contrast of not dissimilar size to the
crystallites in SF1 can be seen. The cause of this is unclear, but it is
possiblethat there has been partial crystallisation of the film.
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(c)

Figure 3-1: (it) mid (b) Bright field TENI ima-pes,of NiFeCuNlo and COF(,B rcsp(,(-tjv(qy jill(I ((.) jjIld
(d) corresponding diffraction patterns of NiFeCuMo and CoFeB.

3.3

Reversal mechanisms of NiFeCuMo
thin films

and CoFeB

The evolutioii of the magnetisation distribution of the two filins have
been investigated for orthogonal directions of applied field. The orthogonal directions were selected by varying the direction of applied field
in 30' increments until mostly rotational behaviour was observed. The
direction of applied field was then changed in 1' increments until purely
rotational behaviour was observed consistent with a hard axis reversal.
Images at various fields during the magnetisation reversal are shown for
this direction of applied field and for the orthogonal direction. The applied field and magnetisation directions are indicated by red and white
arrows respectively.
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3.3.1

Presnel studies of NiFeCuMo

Reversal along the hard axis of SFI is shown in figure 3.2. The outward path (figures 3.2a-e) and the return path (figures 3.2f-j) were in
agreementwith reversal occurring entirely through magnetisation rotation. Given that there are generally simple processesoccurring during
reversal and assuming M oc cosO,where 0 is the angle between the net
magnetisation direction and the applied field direction, the net moment
of the film can be deduced in each of the Fresnel images. This can then
be used to plot the M-H loops. The hysteresis plot, deduced from the
Fresnelimages,is shown in figure 3.3 and is indicative of a hard axis reversal. The anisotropy field can then be found from the hysteresis loop
as shown in figure 3.3 and in this caseis -1 Oe.
Figure 3.4 shows the reversal along the easy axis (the orthogonal direction to the hard axis) of SF1. On decreasingthe applied field the ripple
contrast was seen to increase (figure 3.4b). At -0.3 Oe regions of welldefined magnetisation orientation separated by low angle domain walls
could readily be identified (figure 3.4c). A 180' domain wall, viewable in
a transitory manner on the screenbut not captured by the CCD camera,
swept through effecting reversal leaving near-uniform magnetisation. An
image after reversal is shown in figure 3.4d. The magnetisation direction then rotated through - 8' (measuredusing Digital Micrograph TM)
as the field was increasedto -4.7 Oe (figure 3.4e) and reversal was completed. In a typical easyaxis reversalthe ripple dispersion would increase
followed by a domain wall flashing through and a decreasein the ripple
dispersion. The rotation observedhere is not typical of an easy axis reversal and the reasonfor it is still unclear. The return path was entirely
consistent with the outward path (figures 3.4f-j) - The hysteresis loop for
this reversal, deducedfrom the images,
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(f)
EAZ
.

(b
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(e)

''

;

y:
/

Figure 3.2: Reversal along the hard axis of NiFeCuMO
with red arrows indicating
direction
applied field and the white arrows the magnetisation
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As the out,is shown in figure 3.5 and indicates a coercivity of -0.4 oe.
ward amidreturn reversal were very similar the hysteresis plot, has becit
symmetrised so that, a greater number of points are hiclude(I lit both
directions, thus allowing a better fit of the shape of the loop. 'I'll(, slyinmetrised hysteresis plot is shown in figure 3.6. The ohservatiou of distinct easy mid hard axes is in contrast to the looper incasurcincilt, " which
were carried out, immediately after deposition and iii(licated isotropic bchaviour. This will be discusised further in section 3.4.

*outward path
iýa return path

I-c
AA

Field (0e)

Figurc 3.3: Hysteresistool) calculated from the Fresilel imagesfor the hard axis of NiFeCuMo
n15
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Figure 3.4: Reversal along the easy axis of SFJ, NiFeCuMo,
with red arrows indicating the direction
el

of applied field and the white arrows tile magnetisation direction
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Field (0e)

Figure 3.5: Easy axis hysteresis loop calculated from the Fresnel iimtges for -NiF(,('ii%lo
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Figure 3.6: Easy axis synitnetrised hysteresis loop for SFI, -NiFeCti'Nlo.
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3.3.2

R-esnel studies of CoFeB

The secondfilm studied was SF2, a CoFeB thin film. As with SF1 the applied field direction was varied until magnetisation processesconsistent
with a primary axis was observed,in this casean easy axis magnetisation
ld
reversal. The reversalalong a this axis is shown in figure 3.7. As the fi C,
was taken from +5.7 Oe to -0.8 Oe (figure 3.7a-c the ripple contrast intensified. Reversalwaseffectedby a highly mobile domain wall, observed
on the viewing screen,but not captured on the CCD camera, sweeping
through between-0.8 Oe and -1.0 Oe and reversal was completed (figure
3.7d). As the field was further increased to -5.0 Oe the ripple contrast
decreasedin intensity as expected (figure 3.7e). The return path was
entirely consistent with the outward path (figure 3.7f-j). The images are
consistent with an easy axis reversal. The hysteresis loop deduced from
the Fresnelimagesis shown in figure 3.8 and the symmetrised hysteresis
plot in figure 3.9. The coercivity suggestedfrom the Fresnel study is
0.9 Oe.
The reversal along axis 2, the axis orthogonal to axis 1, is shown in figure
3.10. In this instance reversal initially proceededthrough magnetisation
rotation when the field was taken from +5.7 Oe to -0.5 Oe (figure 3.10ac). A domain wall, not captured on the CCD camera, swept through
as the field was taken to -1.0 Oe (figure 3.10d). At this point there has
been an over shoot of the magnetisation direction. On further increasing
the field to -5.0 Oe the magnetisation rotated back to the applied field
direction and reversal was completed (figure 3.10e). Again the return
path was in agreementwith the outward path, although in this instance
the domain wall which effectedreversal wascaptured on the CCD camera
(figure 3.10i). Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the hysteresis plot deduced
from the imagesand the symmetrised plot respectively. The film reversed
at a similar field to axis 1, - 0.8 Oe.
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(

(b

(c

Figure 3.7: Reversal along axis I of SF2, CoFeB, with
red arrows indicating the direction of applied
field and the white arrows the magnetisation direction
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: J.s: Hysteresis loop calculated

from the Fresnel iniages for SF2, CoFe. B, axis I
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Figure 3.9: Symmetrised hysteresis tool) for SF2, CoFeB, axis 1
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'! I
Figure 3.10: Reversal along axis 2 of SF2 with red arrows indicating the direction
of applied field and
the white arrows the magnetisation direction
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Fio-ure 3.11: Hysteresis loop calculated from the Fresnel images for SF2 axis 2
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Fiaure 3.12: Symmetrised hysteresis loop for SF2 axis 2
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3.4

Discussion

The Fresnelmode of Lorentz microscopy has provided insight into the
magnetisation processesoccurring during reversal in NiFeCuMo and
CoFeB thin films.
film anisotropie behaviour was observed with an
For the NiFeCuMo
easy axis coereivity of -0.4 Oe. The hard axis reversal indicated an
anisotropy field of -1 Oe. This is in contrast to the results of Egelhoff
et al [3]which indicated as deposited films of NiFeCuMo showedisotropic
behaviour with a eoercivity of -0.4 Oe. However, previous studies on
V_

films (which, unlike SFI, have not been stabilised by an annealing step)
at NIST indicated that there was a loss of softness over time accompanied by development,of easy and hard axes [4]. This was thought to be,
due to a room temperature annealing process akin to the well known
high-temperature process for setting the anisotropy of permalloy and
may be a possible explanation for the Lorentz microscopy results which
were carried out -1 month after deposition due to microscope problems. Bright field TEM showed a polycrystalline structure with mean
grain size (9-5 ± 1.6) nm.
The CoFeBfilm has an amorphousstructure and again showedquite simple reversal behaviour. Although the reversal mechanism in orthogonal
directions differed, the film switched at the same field value indicating a coercivity of -0.8 Oe and it was difficult to distinguish a strong
anisotropy axis in the film.

A significant differencebetweenthe two films investigated is the appearance of the magnetisation ripple. This can be seen by comparison of
the hard axis magnetisation reversal of NiFeCuMo (figure 3.2) and the
reversal along axis 2 of the CoFeB film (figure 3.10). The appearanceof
the ripple during the reversal of the NiFeCuMo film did not significantly
changewhereasduring the CoFeB reversal the magnetisation ripple became less coherent as the field was reduced to 0 Oe. This is entirely
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consistent with the fact that the NiFeCuMo has a defined anisotropy
axis as opposed to the lack of anisotropy in the CoFeB film.

This chapter has shown some of the reversal mechanisms which can
occur in soft magnetic thin films and similar reversal processesto those
observedin both the NiFeCuMo and the CoFeB film are observedduring
the reversalof soft CoFefilms. Results from four initial CoFebased filnis
are presentedin chapter 4.
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Chapter

4

characterisation
of CoFe
single and multilayer films

Magnetic

4.1

Introduction

To gain a greater understanding of the properties of write pole materials
the effect on the micromagnetic structure of a seedlayer, a spacer layer
and of laminating CoFe films has been investigated. Lorentz microscopy,
as discussed in chapter 2, has been used to observe the magnetisation
reversal processes of four CoFe films and cross-sectional transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) has been used to correlate the observations
with the physical microstructure.
50 nm, were investigated.
In
Fvur films of similar total thickness,
all cases the composition of the magnetic layers was C035Fe65(written hereafter as CoFe) - Only in one case was the film a single magnetic layer; in the other three films one or more seed and/or spacer
Seed layers were 1nrn thick Ni82.5Fel7.5
layers were also present.
V_

(written hereafter as NiFe) layers and spacer layers were of A1203,
The structure of the four films can be written as
1.5nm thick.

CoFe (MI), NiFe/CoFe (M2), NiFe/CoFe/A1203/NiFe/CoFe (M3) and
NiFe/CoFe/(AI203/CoFe/NiFe)x3 (M4) as illustarted in figure 4.1 and
table 4.1. All layers were grown by sputter deposition; RF sputtering
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was used for

A1203

and DC sputtering for CoFe aiid NiFe. For TENJ

observations the films were deposited on -50 nin thick Si:ýN-jmembranes
supported by Si with a 100 [till x 100 [till clectron transparent wIndow
[1]. A uniaxial anisotropy was induce(I ill t1le fililis I)y (1(,,)()sitilig t,],(,Ill
in a field of -ý 60 Oe, around the same order of magnitude as pi-eviolis
studies on high moment materials [2]. Easy an(I hard axis hysteresis
loops for each filin were determined using a SHB ino(lol 109 hysteresis
loop tracer operating at 50 Hz.

50 nm

50 nin
1 in

A1,03
CoFe
NiFe
Substrate

5n rn
1.5 nm
10 nm
1 nni

n ni
nm

Figure 4.1: Schematic showing the structures of (a) CoFe (Nil), (b) NiFe/CoFe, (.N12), (c)
NiFe,/CoF(, /A12():j/NiFe/CoFe (N13) and (d) NiFe/CoFe/(Al,, O:I/CoFe/NiFe)x: I (IN14).

Number
of CoFe
la y ers

Total
number
oflayers

Film
name

Total

CoFe

t (nm)

t (nm)

MI

50

50

1

M2

51

50

1

M3

48.5

22.5

2

1

1.5

5

M4

48.5

10

4

1

1.5

11

Seed
t (nm)

Spacer
t (nm)

Table 4.1: Reference table for filin structures Nil, M2, M3 and N14
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4.2

B-H looper measurements

Figure 4.2 shows the hysteresis loops froin Ow B-H loop I, (,as,,, -(,,, (,,It,,
on the four filins. The single CoFe layer filin, figure 4.2a, showed nearisotropic behaviour widi a coercivity of 55 Oc as expe(,fe(l fI.oIII prelvio
studies [3]. The otber three filins had well-defined uniaxial hyst, cresis
loops with easy axis coercivifies of around 17 0c. 5 Ov and j Oc re1
The
figures
4.2h-d.
hard
the
widths
of
axis lool)s decreased
spectively,
t,111-oughthe series accompanied by some variation

in flicir

shape.

(a)
Hc 55 Oe

H, 17 Oe
-

-FA
-HA
-I-.

': '

-

21)

-EA
-HA
-1 II IJ-

21-1

- -11-1

H (0e)

20

60

100

H (0e)

(d)

20
1i:

20

16

0
10

20
-1OU

20
hi i

Ij

Iii I]

-100

H (0e)

60

20

20

60

ion

H (0e)

Fi.pirv 4.2: Easy and Hil"d ik'ýis B-11 loops for (it) NIL (b) N12. (c) M3 and (d) A14
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4.3

Easy and hard axis reversal
CoFe single layer films

mechanisms

of

TEM observation of the magnetisation reversal of film M1, the, CoFe
single layer, is shown in figure 4.3. Magnetisation ripple is apparent in
all images and is of higher contrast and much more irregular than in
the other three films. These observations are consistent with a high degree of magnetisation dispersion and an ill-defined uniaxial anisotropy
axis. Indeed, rather similar behaviour, consistent with the small differencebetweenthe easy and hard axis loops, was observed irrespective of
the direction of the applied field. In a typical reversal sequence,ripple
contrast intensified as the field was changed from a high negative to a
positive field (figures 4.3a-c). Thereafter, a domain wall, observable on
the microscopeviewing screen but not captured using the CCD camera, swept through and effected the magnetisation reversal. The ripple
intensity then decreasedand magnetisation reversal was completed by
+76 Oe (figure 4.3e). The return path is shown in figures 4.3f-j and was
entirely consistent with the outward path.
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1::
'

EA

(1,

Figure 4.3: &Lsy iixis nimmetisation reversal of N41, CoFe,5()
11111,
with red arrows indi(-jiting the
direction of applied field and the white arrows the
mean magnetisation direction.
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Quite different behaviour was observed for film M2, the NiFe/CoFe film,
figure 4.4. Here the results more closely resembled those analysed in
somedetail in a recent paper on ripple and wall structures in soft magnetic films [4]. The magnetisation ripple showed much improved regularity, greater transverse coherence and preferred directionality when
comparedwith film M1. Figure 4.4 shows the easy axis magnetisation
reversal. On reducing the field from +20 Oe to -3 Oe (figures 4.4a-b)
the dispersion increased and the formation of low angle domain walls
was observed. The ripple and wall contrast intensified as the field was:
increasedto -14 Oe (figure 4.4c). A 180' domain wall swept through between-14 Oe and -15 Oe (figure 4.4d). On further increasing the field to
Oe slight magnetisation rotation was seen (figure 4.4e). The return
-25
path followed not dissimilar processes.However, magnetisation rotation
was observedas the field was reduced to -3 Oe (figure 4.4f). After this,
domain walls formed (Figure 4.4g), albeit the walls were at different angles from those encounteredin the outward reversal. The reason for this
is still unclear. Changing the field by just I Oe led to a comparatively
complex domain structure (figure 4.4h). A wall swept through at +14
Oe (figure 4.4h). Here cross-tie domain walls (as discussedin chapter 1)
can be seenin accord with expectation for 180' domain walls in a soft
film of thickness 50 nm [5]. The green circles indicate vortex/ cross-tie
pairs along the wall. The majority of the film had reversed by +15 Oe
(figure 4.4i) and reversal was essentially completed by +20 Oe (figure
4.4j). Thus the microscopeobservations predict a coercivity of elý15Oe,
consistent with the hysteresis loop measurements(figure 4.2b).
Next film M2 was oriented such that the field was applied parallel to
the hard axis. Figures 4.5a-e show the outward and 4.5f-j the return
reversal. On decreasingthe applied field the ripple contrast increased
and by 0 Oe low angle domain walls formed (figure 4.5b). Regions with
well-defined magnetisation orientation could readily be identified by -3
Oe (figure 4.5c). In essencethe magnetisation in some local areas film
of
beganrotating clockwisetowards one easydirection whilst elsewherethe
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At a field of
inagnetisation rotated counterclockwise towards the other.
from the ripple directions ill the
-3 Oe, the magnetisation, as gauged
had rotated through approximately 45' so that tli(,,
various domains,
resulting walls are 90' in character. Hence the magnetic moment in the
field direction was still -, 70% of its initial value. Thereafter the walls
were swept away leaving near-uniform magnetisation at -8 Oe (figure,

4.5d) whereafter further increase of field simply rotated the magileti(figure 4.5e). The return path again
sation towards the field direction
showed similar processesto the outward path (figs 4.5f-j). From the
correspondinghysteresisloop in figure 4.2b it is expected that reversal
proceedsslowly and then more rapidly, which is in agreement with the
Lorentz microscopystudy.
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EA
ýý
4r;

Figure 4.4: Easy axis inagnefisation reversal of M2, NiFeinni/CoFe, 50am,
0
C,
with red arrows indicating
the direction of applied field and the white arrows the magnetisation direction. The
green circles
indicated vortex/crosstie pair along the crosstie domain wall.
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(a,ý

EA

(b

Figure 4.5: Hard axis inagneth-4ition reversal of M2, NiFeIiim/CoFe. 7-)Oimi,
with
indicating
the direction of applied field and the white arrows the magnetisation direction. red arrows
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4.4

Easy and hard axis reversal mechanism of the
CoFe bilayer system

The easy axis reversal of film M3, NiFe/CoFe/A1203/NiFe/CoFe, is
As before, the Magnetisation ripple contrast inshown in figure 4.6.
terisified as the field was changedfrom +35 Oe to +5 Oe (figure 4.6a-c),
indicative of the expected increase in dispersion as the switching field
Oe a highly mobile domain wall, not visible, in the
wasapproached. At -3
imageshere, swept through leading to an abrupt reversal (figure, 4.6d);
further field changeled only to a reduction of ripple contrast as the local
(figure 4.6e-f). The,
magnetisation becamebetter aligned with the field
return path (figure 4.6f-j) followed the sameprocesswith reversal occurring by +4 Oe (figure 4.6i), giving an easy axis coercivity of -3-4 Oe
which is lower than the value given by the B-H looper measurements, i. e.
5.3 Oe (figure 4.2). This is most likely due to the hysteresis properties of
the microscopeobjective lens. The remanent state of the objective lens
dependson the recent excitation history of the lens. If the lens had not
been fully excited and fully turned off before performing the magnetisation experiments,the remanent state of the lens would be different than
that used to obtain a field calibration from the lens current, hence the
field values obtained for the coercivity would be inaccurate.
Figure 4.7 shows images of the reversal mechanism along the hard axis
of film M3. As the field was lowered to +7 Oe domain walls formed and
regions of differing magnetisation orientation were seen (figure 4.7b).
On further decreasingthe field to -1 Oe the orientation of magnetisation
in neighbouring domains changed from 90' to ISO0 (figure 4.7c). At a
large enough field the domain walls were annihilated and reversal was
completed by -23 Oe (figure 4.7d-f). The return path was consistent
with the outward path with domain walls forming and remaining to +5
Oe followed by rotation of magnetisation (figure 4.7f-j). The images
suggestthe film has near zero remanencewhich is inconsistent with the
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loop in figure 4.2c. This can be explained by a slight,
shape of the B-H
field with the hard axis direction in the B-H
misalignment of the applied
looper measurement.Figure 4.8 shows the reversal mechanism with the
applied field -1' from the hard axis. The reversal proceeded through
followed by a discrete jump in magnetisation as
magnetisation rotation
Oe (figure 4.8c). Thereafter further steady
a wall swept through at -5
rotation with field completed the reversal process. This is in broad
B-H loop, figure 4.2c, which shows
agreementwith the shape of the
Oe. From these results it is apparent that the shape of
a jump at r-1.15
the hysteresisloop is quite sensitive to orientation in the vicinity of the.
hard axis.
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(a

(f)

(1))

tg)

EA

(C)

(il')

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.6: &Lsy ixis magnetisation reversal of M3, NiF(, Iiiiii/CoF(ý22.5iiiii/A]2031.,, ý)iiiii/NiFeliiiii/
CoF022.5mn, with red arrows indicating the direction of applied field
and the white arrows the magnetisation direction.
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"-

(a)

(f)5.

(b)

(9

(c)

Ol

T.

EA\

&I
CMmok ý

:j)

(e')

Figure 4.7: Himl axis inagiietisation reversal of M3, NiF(ýiiiiii/CoF(ý22. ý)iiiii/Al,
)031-! -)iiiii/NiFeliiiii/
CoFe22-5mn, with red arrows indicating the direction of applied field
and the white arrows tile magnetisation direction.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Magnetisation reversal of M3, NiFel Im 1/CoFe22.,5nm/Al')03 1.5nin/NiFel inn/
Fi,gurc 4-8:
CoFe.22.5inu, I" from the hard axis with red arrows indicating the direction of applied field and
the white arrows the magnetisation direction.

The convergent domain wall image (the one that appears ])right against,
the neutral background) is split iii figure 4.7c. This is due to the layered
structure and shows that there is a small displacement of the domain
walls in the different layers; this has been seen before for Neel walls,
the wall structure expected given the reduced thickness of the individjjýjj
layers [6]. Figure 4.9 shows that, the key to whether the N('TI walls in the
two layers are displaced or superposed depends on their chirality with
respect to each other. Ila figure 4.9a the walls have the same chirality and
in figure 4.9b the walls have opposite chirality. Given that the walls were
forined during a, hard axis demagnetisation process, walls of the. same
chirality are expected with the inagnetisation in the centre section of each
wall lying parallel to the initial applied field. Under these conditions wall
displacemeiit leads to a lowering of energy in that magnetic charges of
the saine sign are no longer directly above each other [6]. Had the walls
had different chiralities, superimposed walls would have been expected
as here charges of opposite sign in the two layers align closely. The
fact that splitting is not observed in divergent domain wall images at
the defocus value used is simply a consequence of the greater width of
the wall image [7]. By changing from underfocus to overfocus divergent
wall images become convergent domain wall images and vice versa. In
this way it can be shown that all walls formed during the hard axis
demagnetisation are displaced from each other.
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lihns

(a)

Figure 4.9: Schematic diagrain showing (a) displaced and (b) superposed N(,(,l xvalls.

4.5

Easy and hard axis reversal
CoFe quadrilayer system

mechanism

of the

The final filin to hc studied was N14.,NiFe/CoF(, /(Al. )():ý/NiF(, /('()14'(,)xi.
The casy axis reversal f'()i-Ow filll, is show" in figurc 4.10. In ýj ,,ijjjjjý, jfashion to the 1)"('vl()"s fill" the inagnetisation ripple contrast lilt, (,,is, fi(,(l
as Ow switching, fichl was approached an(l a higo-Illylll()I)il(, domain wall
Swept tIll-ough effecting reversal at, -2 Oe (figure 4.10d); si ibsc(l I,(,,it ly
there Was a redliction ill Hic ripple contrast. Figure 4.11 shows the
application of the field dolig the. hard axis of N14. I" this case revensill
procceded entirel.v t III-Migh inagnetisation rotation. At, zero field. the
Ill'agilet'isaholl had rotated through 90 " Which is Wholly Consistent with
the narrow 11-11]oop shown in figure 4.2d.
whilst the behavioul. described above was observed for most areas of
tilis film, a sinall number of "Cgiol", ill these quadrilaNer filins showed
markedly different, behaviour during reversal. The images ill figure 4.13
reversal with the field applied parallel to the casy axis
ill one of these regions. A complex domain structure formed and it,s ocshow a typical

('111-1-clice
III the Saille location on repeating the maglictisation cycle smygested soine kind of defect imist be present. However, standard bright
field images, which reveal the crystýallite structure, takeil from regions
where the anomalmis magnetic behaviour was observed wore indistinguishable from the rest, of the filin (figure
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(f)

1.

w>OON
N.,

ý

,

(g)

(c

(11.
)

4

MORE

(e

(i ')

Figure
4.10:
Easy
axis
inagnetisation
reversal
NiFelniii/CoFel()iiiij/(AI203l.
r)iilri/NiFeiiiin/
CoFeI()nrn)x3, with
red
direction of applied field and the white arrows the, magnetisation direction.
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of
arrows

filin
indicating

N14,
the

II Ic

IýIIItI

.1s;lt Iml ()f ('()Vc

illid IIIIIIII I.Iv, ýv III III

(f)
E\A

(g)

(cI.

AL

(e

Figure 4.11: Hard ýLxismagnetisation reversal of M4, NiFel, iiiii/C!
()FelOiiiii/(AI2031. ý)niii/NiFeiiiiii/
CoFelOmn)O, with red arrows indicating the direction of
applied field and the white arrows the
inagnetisation direction.
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Moreover, despite the forination of the localised dolliailis, reversal ()(.-

by a highly mobile domain wall sw(ýeping
curred as in previous cases
hel. unthrough the film at a field e-,3 Oe (figure 4.13c-d). Olle f'111j,
usual feature was observed, this being the formation Of a, zigzag 360 "
doinain wall that was annihilated by a field of +30 Oe (figure 4.13i).
Once again, repetition of the cycle confirmed that 360 ' doinain walls
frequently formed close to the regioil of anomalous behaviour. Coinpaxison of the contrast of the 360' domain wall with othe walls suggest,ed
,r
that it did exist throughout the whole thickness of the laininat(, (ýJlitp
similar zigzag 360' domain walls occurring at specific sites withill ,, fill,,
have been observed previously in permalloy nililtilayer

films

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.12: TEINI iinaýoesof' N,14 (a) jit ýj

without a defect (b) at defect region

Magnetisation reversal for fields parallel to the hard axis at tile
same
defect region is sliown in figure 4.14. Here, tile formation once again
of a localised complex doinain wall structure was observed; again this
was sometimes accompanied by the formation of 360' domain walls.
However, reversal a few microns from the defect region was
primarily
through niagnetisation rotation.

Figures 4.14f-j show the return
patli

was consistent with the outward reversal.
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Mil""llol Ic clwrýwtcvlsýlt loll of ('()I"

(a

(U

0.).)

(g)

SI'11(lle

ý)Ild 1111111
1lilvcl

EA

(C)

(hI

2

114

(d

(1

(e)

Figure 4.13: Ewsy axis magnetisation reversal of N14, N iFel um /CoFelOnm/ (A12031.51im/NiFe, 111111/
CoFelOmn)O, at a def(Tt region with red arrows indicating the direction
of applied field and the
white arrows the inagnetisation direction. The green circle indicates a 360" domain wall.
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h\, ýv111111I,,,Ic iII Id 11111111

(a)
EA%

(b

(c)

(cl')

(e)

Figure 4.14: Hard axis inagnetisation reversal of M4, NiFe,II III I
(Al,
In in/
/`C,)j,,,,I
CoFel.Orjrn)x3, at a defect region with red arrows indicating the
-)()31.5mn/NiFe
direction of applied
field alld the
white arrows the magnetisation direction.
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4.6

Cross-sectional TEM of the CoFe films

In an attempt to gain insight into the origin of both the anomalous behaviour and flic reasonwhy, that aside, there was a general improvement
lamination, cross-sectional specimens of
of properties with increasing
NiFe/CoFe and NiFe/CoFe./(A1203/NiFe/CoFe)x3 were prepared. Typical bright, field images are shown in figure 4.15. Columnar growth within
the CoFe.layers is observed in both cases. For the single layer with seed
layer filin grain,-, tended to extend throughout the entire thickness. Over
five hiindred ineýisureinents were taken and the grain size calculated usThis requires
ing the particle sizing facility in Digital Micrograph T.
thresholding of the contrast within the image which is a matter judgenient and optiniiiin levels for smaller grains differ from the larger grains.
To include all grains the threshold was set for larger grains then these
were siflAracted froin the image and thresholding was set again and a
second grain size nicasin-enient performed. The mean grain size was
found to be 12.5 nin with a standard deviation of 2.8 lim. By contrast,
in the iwiltihiyer the location of grain boundaries in different layers was
apparently inicorrelated, and the invan grain size (again calculated from
fifty ineitsurements) was significantly smaller at 7.9 nm with standard
deviation of 1.5 nin. The exact distribution of the grain sizes depends
on the size and distribiftion of the bins [8], therefore, it is often difficult
to determine, alfliongh, the. results were not in disagreement with the
approxiniate log-norinal distribution reported by Vopsaroiu et al. [9].
In the laminated film the roughness of the spacer layers noticeably increased with distance from the substrate. Forty measurements of the
distance froin the boundary region of the spacer layer to a reference line

at the substrate were made. From the measurementsthe rms roughness
value of the third spacerlayer was found to be 0.9 nm with a maximum
value -01.01.6
nin. This is significantly greater than the rms roughness
value of 0.3 nin of the first spacerlayer with maximum values 1-"l.
00.6nm.
Earlier studies on Fe-Cr superlattices showeda similar scaling of rough86
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ness and established that it is strongly affected by the growth conditions
[10,11]. The implications of the increase in roughness are discussed in
the following section.

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.15: Bright ficId TEM image of* (it) NiFcWimi/CoFe-500nni and (b) NiFel0iiiii/CoFelOOlini/
(A12()315iiiii/NiFel0iiiii/CoF(ýl()()iitij)x3

4.7

Discussion

Thc Frcsiwl modc of Lorcittz inicroscopy provides a detailed description
of the illaglict-isatioll proccsses occurring during the reversal of four dif-

ferent CoFe thin filins. Furthermore it

IWNI show" how the various
reversal ineclianisins,are consistent with the different shapesobservedin
the hysteresisloops froin B-H loop measurements.
Q11itedifferent, inagnetisation distributions in single layer filins with and
without a scedlayer were observed einph&sising once again the importance of the svvdhýyer if filins with a well defilied anisotropy axis an(I
coinparatively low coercivities are required. Indeed, our results on single layer films are qualitatively consistent with those discussed ,,It, some
length in section 4. The measured grain size of the NiFe/CoFe film was
12.5 nin whilst H,. was 17 Oe. This is in very good agreement with the
results of Vopsaroiu et al. [9], who found that filins with a mean grain
size less than 15 nni had coercivities of 25 Oe or below.
The move to inultilayer filins led to an overall improvement in the shape
of the hysteresis loops and, aside froin the anomalous regions of figures
87
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4.13 and 4.14, this was accompanied by generally simpler and more regular magnetisation distributions evolving during the observed reversals.
That different wall types were observed, with in some cases walls in
different layers being modestly displaced from each other, is not a new
observation and can be understood from comparatively simple energy
considerations (see, for example, references [5] and [6]).

The laminated films are superior on two counts. They have smaller mean
crystallite sizes which is one contributing factor to their lower coercivities. However, as e(piation 1.11 makes clear, the number of grains in
the thickness of the film is a further factor that must be taken into account. Figure 4.15 showsthat the position and orientation of crystallites
in individual layers are uncorrelated and the effect of this is to lower
the effective value of the local anisotropy, whether its source is magnetocrystalline or inagnetostrictive. Again with reference to equation
1.11, Kl,,,,,,l is replaced by Kl,,,, I/n'/' so that when this and the lower
grain size are taken into account we expect that the coercivity of the
NiFe/CoFc/(A1203/NiFe/CoFe)x3 film, when compared to that of the
NiFe/CoFe film, will be lower by a factor of (7.9/12.5)3/2/2 ;zzý
4. This is
in very reasonableagreementwith experiment where the coercivities of
the two films are -ý 17 Oe and e--3 Oe respectively. It should be noted
that the good agreementwith the Hoffmann theory does not imply that
the random anisotropy model is incorrect. The data are too sparse for a
detailed comparison to be made and in any event the main focus this
of
study is to gain insight into microscopic magnetisation processes,not to
compare different models of the coercivity.
A minor disadvantage of increasing the number of layers is that the
moment of the film decreasesas a greater proportion of the volume is
occupiedby the spacerlayers. More serious, however,is the introduction
of localised magnetic behaviour of the kind seenin figures 4.13 and 4.14.
Whilst such regions occupied a very
small fraction of the total film volume and, as such, were undetectable in the hysteresis loops, their effect
88
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defective mawould be very inarked in any device that contained such
how the
terial. Tlie cross-sectionalimages of figure 4.15 offer clues as to
likely to be
anomalons behavionr arisesand suggest that the effects are
It is clear
is
confined to tlie iipper layers where the roughness greatest.
that fliere is little local variation in the thickness of the spacer layers
layer and the bottom surface
so that the top snrfam of one magnetic
have very similar profiles. With such
of the layer ininiediately above
layers is expected, the
conformal r0iighness N60 coiipling between the
c 0111)lillgfield

,

II, being given by [12,131
2h2

H
\12tCoFcA

Al , exp

27r-,/2tspacer

(4.1)

Here A and h are tlie lateral length scale and the amplitude of the roughthicknesses of the spacer and CoFe layers
ness,
cUld tCoF(,are the
and AI,, is flic salmation inagnetisation. Here the major contributing
factor is tlie inagiietostatic energy. Examination of figure 4.15 suggests
that, the lateral variation is on the -scaleof the crystallite diameter so
A can be takeit as the mean grain size. ForpoA/Iý' '_ý 2AT and the rms
roughness vahies given previously, H,, at the third spacer layer is --100
Oe wlii(-Ii is an order of inagnitude greater than the value of -, 11 Oe at
the first, spacer hi'ver. The coupling between the layers, even across the
first interface, is lience considerably greater than the observed switching fields and is consistent with the observation that the layers reverse
together. Moreover, significantly greater fields than 100 Oe can be expected where the local roughness is greatest and it is highly possible
that the.se provide the necessary stabilisation of the complex magnetic
striietures observed in figure 4.13.

To investigate the complex reversal mechanismsobservedin the laminate
films, further niultilayer films were deposited. The effect of varying the
CoFe layer thiekness and of lowering the spacer layer thickness to 1.25
nin has been investigated through Lorentz microscopy and conventional
89
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TEM

aDd

is dismissedin chapter 5.
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Chapter

5

of 360' domain
in CoFe multilayer films

Investigation

5.1

walls

Introduction

To invest,igile Hie origin of t1le complex domain walls previously found
in sainple M4 (section 4.5) further samples were deposited under the
sanie deposition conditions described in chapter 4. Lorentz microscopy
was carrie(l out, to investigate the magnetic microstructure of the films
tl behaviour. The fil "is, have been studie dr with F esnel
an(I tlieir revers,;,
imaging, DPC iniaging, conventional TEM and EELS with the aim
of
gaining a greater understanding of the origin and stability of the complex

domainwalls.
The inain difference between the film structures and sample M4
was
a reduction in the A1203 layer thickness from 1.5 nm. to 1.25 nm. To
establishwhether the CoFe thickness had an influenee on the presenceof
the defect regions, laminated films with 5 nm, 10 nm and 22.5 lim CoFe
layers were deposited. A bilayer film with 10 ilm thick CoFe layers
was
also deposited to establish whether the defect regions were only present
in the quadrilayer samples. The film structures are detailed in figure 5.1
and table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration
n

of (a) N15, (b) 'T\I(;, (c) N17 and (d) M8

I
Film
naime

Total
t (nm)

CoFe
t (nm)

Number
of CoFe
layers

Total
number
oflayers

_
M5

47.75

10

4

11

M6

87.75

22.5

4

M7

23-25

10

2

M8

27.75

5

4

Table 5.1: Description of samples M5, NIG, \17 and MS. All four tilins have aI
and 1.25 nin A120:j spacer laver.

iiin NiFe seed laver
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5.2

B-H looper measurements

the 13-H looper measurements arc shown in
figure .5.2. All foil" fill"S I'MI N"'Il-define(l uniaxial hysteresis loops of
axis coercivitics wcre 4 Oc. 4 Oe. 6 Oe and 3
Similar Shape. The
()c I-especiively. figures 5.2a-(l.

The hvstclvý4-

I"",,

4 FJ

-40

10
2n
H (0e)

H (0e)

Hc ý3 Oe

tc

-FA
HA

1010

H (Oeý

H (0 e)
ljý,,mc 'C2ý

5.3

B-11
'llid li, ird ýixl.s

Observation

1'()i-(it) M-5, (b) MG, (c) N17 and (d) IM8

of stable .160' domain

walls

A high densitY ()f st ruct und defects. (lifferent from the magnetic defects
observed ill the (puldrila.ver filin in chapter -1. were observed iii. tliree of
t he films. These det'N'ts had it significant influence on the inagnefisation
reversal itI Id '11-c(I iscussed Inter in tIi is section. 360' doinain walls, which
per"I"Ied to high fields. I'm-medin all the filins. In a continuous filin the
exist clice of 360 '' domain walls does not hit've significant implications if
resent in it device slich I.,, ýi recor(ling licad the performance would be
significantly hampered. That the 360' are of finite length is down to
pilming by
1111mmogencityand investigations into the end points
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of the walls is carried out later in this chapter and chapter 6. To establish how the 360' domain walls form, a full reversal of the bilayer film,
M7, from a state without any 360' domain walls is presented initially.
Thereafter typical reversal sequencesalong the easy and hard axis of the
four films over a field range of - ±10 H, where H, is the coercivity, are
given.
Figure 5.3 showsthe outward part of an easy axis reversal of M7 followed
by images taken at the end points of repeated magnetisation cycles. A
field > 700 Oe was applied to the film to wipe out the 360' domain walls
(figure 5.3a). During the initial part of the reversal the ripple intensified
as expected (figure 5.3a-c). A highly mobile domain wall, not captured
on the CCD camera, swept through effecting reversal and 360' domain
walls formed. An image at -7 Oe after reversal has occurred is shown
in figure 5.3e. On repeating the reversal to ±46 Oe 3600 domain walls
frequently remained. Figures 5.3e-o show the end points of the reversal
with the coloured ovals indicating examples of 360' domain walls which
remained during at least one cycle of the magnetisation reversal.

Further discussionof film M7 is presentedlater in this section. The
results from film M5 will be presented now as this film more closely
resemblesthe laminated film in chapter 4 which initiated this study.
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0

4

ký

(Oj

sift

a
1k,
I

A,

iJ

Figul-c
5.3:
Ea.,N, axis
niagn(,tj-,,jjt,i()j,
IN17,
reversal
NiFel n m/CoFelOnni/
of
,
A12()31.r)iiiii/NiF(ýIiiiii/CoFe,
10iiiii, showing repeated end
points of a inagnetisation cycle. Red
arrows indicate the direction of applied field and the white arrows the
inagnetisation direction. The
coloured ovals highlight 360' doinain walls which remain throughout
at least one cycle of reversal.
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M51
reversal of
magnetisation
shows the
NiFel/CoFeIO/(AI2031.25/NiFel/CoFeIO)x3, close to the easy axis.
This fili-n is the same.as the previous quadrilayer film in, chapter 4 other
than for thinner A1203 layers. Reversal occurred by a domain wall

Figure

5.4

Oe and +3 Oe (figure 5.4d-e).
sweeping througli the film between +2
The return patli (figure 5.4f-j) showedsimilar behaviour with a domain
(figure 5.4h-i). The
wall sweepingflirough between -2 Oe and -3 Oe
coercivity suggestedfrom the images is 2-3 Oe which is comparable
to the. vahic.of 3 Oe from the B-H loop (figure 5.2a). The blue circles
in figure 5-4a indicate examples of the structural defects. Bright field
jinages of typical defect sites present in films M5 and M7 are shown in
figure 5.5 aii(I further discussionof the physical structure of the defects
domain walls were observed and these
is given iii section 5.5.360'
persisted up to high fields similar to those seen in the reversal of film
M7 (figure 5.3). Minor loops, not starting from a fully saturated state,
of the four filins are presented to investigate the reversal behaviour of
Ole (Ioniaiii walls. 360' domain walls were present from the start of the
isy axis loop (figure 5.4a). Some of the domain walls appear
iiiinor v.,,,
to terininate at flie defect sites although this is not always the case.
The 360' (loinaiii walls aligned with the hard axis often have a zigzag
fol(ling wliicli coiiciirs with the observations in film M4 (section 4.5).
An exaniple of snch a wall is indicated by the yellow oval in figure 5.4b.
This zigzag fol(liiig has been observed previously for permalloy films
[1,2]. The green oval in figure 5.4c indicates a 3600 domain wall. When
the 180' (Ioniaiii wall which effects reversal sweepsthrough (figure 5.4d)
the 360' doinain wall is not annihilated, but the contrast is reversed
and the wall persists throughout the rest of the magnetisation cycle.
This ininor loop of the magnetisation cycle was repeated several times
and, as seen in film N17(figure 5-3), 360' domain walls always remained
after reversal.
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with red arrows indicatinnor the direction
of applied field
The green circles highlight a 360' domain wall
and the whito arrows the magnetisation direction.
which remains throughout reversal.
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Figure 5.5: Bright field TENI image-sshowing t.vI)ical defect areas in films (a) M5 and (b) M7.

The hard axis inagiiefisation

reversal of T\15 is shown in figlire 5.6. The

reversal procceded through magnefisation

rotation

as expected froin the

previous study of the quadrihiycr filin in chapter 4. Again 360 ' domain
walls were obscrxed during the revers.,,iI. The green ovals in figure 5.6
highlight two of the 360, doinain wall,,,. During the
reversal the walls

take (m a zigzag foldhig as the 111agiletisatimi aligns along the easy axis,
i. e. at, 0 Oc applicd field (figure 5.6c.). Iii figure 5.6d the 360 ' doinain
wall
collh. 'Lst'has I-evc]-sedl"we" fro", the black contrast at the top compared
to the h6tial white cmitni-st, at the top.
cmisist,viit. wit h flie outward reversal.
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(t
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E,4\,

OL

(iý

Figure
5.(i:
II ard
Mis
illagiletisation
M5,
reversal
NiFeium/CoFe I Omij/
of
(A12():il. 5/NiF(ýiiiiii/('oFel0iiiii)x:
i with red arr,ý)ws indicating the direction
of applied field
and the whitv arrows the inagnetisation direction. The green circles highlight a 360' doinain wall
which reinains throughout reversal.
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M61
be
film
to
studied
was
next
NiFel/CoFe22-5/(AI2031.25/NiFel/ CoFe22.5)x3, i. e. a quadrilayer
film with thicker CoFe layers. Again the presence of physical defects
throughout, the film was observed. A typical easy axis reversal is shown

The

in figure. 5.7. The formation of a complex domain wall structure not
dissimilar to that observedin the. quadrilayer film in chapter 4 is seen at,
+3 Oe (figiire 5.7c). Reversal occurred by a 180' domain wall sweeping
through t1w film at, +5 Oe. The angle of the wall was disturbed ill
the vicinity of dic (lefect region as seen in figure 5.7d. By +46 Oe the
longer remained. The
complex dowain wall at, the defect region no
between -3
return patli sliowc(l similar processeswith reversal occurring
Oe and -5 Oe. 360' domain walls some with zigzag folding, similar to
those observedin the film with thinner CoFelayers formed after reversal
(figure 5.7i). By -49 Oe very few 360' domain walls remained (figure
5-Ti). Ag-,,,
uii a wunber of 360' domain walls formed during reversal.
Tlie coercivity in(licated froin the images is 4-5 Oe which is consistent
witli the vabie of 4 Oc froin the B-H loop measurement (figure 5.2b).

Reversal aloiig the hard axis of M6 is shown in figure 5.8. Figures 5.8ae show the oiitward reversal and figures 5.8f-j the return reversal. On
dccrcýtsfiigOic applied field to -13 Oe domain walls orthogonal to the
field formed ,wd regionsof differing magnetisation orientation were seen
(fignre 5.81)). At 0 Oe the orientation of magnetisation in neighbouring
1800 (figure 5.8c). This suggests a narrower loop than
found froin the B-H looper measurements(figure 5.2b). At +7 Oe the
domain walls no longer remained and the reversal continued through
niagnetisation rotation (figures 5.8d and e). The return path proceeded

domains wivs

via inagnetisation rotation. The modest asymmetry in the reversal suggests there inay be some small unidirectional coupling present which
enewiragesrotational behaviour in one direction.
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Figure
5.7:
Easy
axis
magnetisation
XI (i,
reversal
N iFe,1nni/ CoFe22.,' )iiii, /
of
(A12()31.r)jjiii/NiFe, liiiii/CoF(! 22.5iiii))x3
with red arrows indicating the direction of applied
field and the white arrows the magnetisation direction.
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Hard
iLNi
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. (S;
reversal
1\46,
/CoFe22.5nij i/
NiFe 111111
of
(AI2()31. r)jiiii/NiF(-Iiiiii/CoF(ý22. ,,r)iiiii)x3
with red arrows indicating the direction of applied
field and the white arrows the magnetisation direction.
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Figure 5.9 slioNN'sa minor loop from the easy axis magnetisation reversal
discussed previously (figure 5-3). As in the quadrilayer
of N17 NN-IficliA-aýs
film 360' domain walls were initially

present for the minor loop reversal.

As before. on rcpefition of a magnetisation cycle, there were instances
of the domain walls remaining throughout reversal. The green oval indicates an exanipIc of such a wall. The ripple intensified and some of the
360' domain walls began to separate as the field was taken from +46 Oe
to -6 Oe (figure 5.9ac). A domain wall swept through and the majority
of the filin r(wersed at -7 Oe (figure 5.9d). The return reversal is consistent witli die outward reversal and is shown in figure 5.9f-j. In this
instance flic wall which effects the reversal was captured on the CCD
cainera (figm-v 5.911) and the. complexity of the domain structure during
reversal can be seen. The images agree with the coercivity value of 6 Oe
from flie B-H loop (figure 5.2c).

Figure 5.10 shows the hard axis reversal of M7. The outward (figures
5.10a,-e) awl return (figures 5.10f-j) reversals were in agreement. Reversal

occurrc(l via magnetisation rotation with short lengths of domain wall
occusionally forming between the defect sites, figures 5.10g and h. The
roUttional belm,viour agreeswith the shapeof the B-H loop in figure 5.2c.
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Figure
5.10:
Hard
axis
magnetisation
M7,
reversal
NiFel nm/CoFelOurn/
of
A12()31.r)iiiii/NiF(ýIiiiii/CoFe]Oi-iiii
with red arrows indicating the direction of applied field and
the white arrows the magnetisation direction.
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The final film investigated was M8, another quadrilayer film with 5 m-n
CoFe layers. The majority of the film looked clean without any defect
regions. However.360' domain walls frequently formed during reversal
and they were often zigzag in form when aligned along the hard axis.
The easy axis reversal with a 360' zigzag domain wall initially present
is shown in figure.5.11. The ripple contrast intensified as the field was
taken from +45 Oe to -1 Oe (figures 5.11a-c)- A domain wall swept
through betwe(,ii -1 Oe and -3 Oe wiping out the zigzag 360' domain
wall and a new 360' don-lainwall formed (figure 5.11d). In this casethe
360' doinain wall was aligned closer to the easy axis, therefore, did not
have a zigzag folding. The ripple intensity then reduced as the field was
taken to -33 Oe (figure 5-11e). The behaviour shown in the images is in
agreenientwith the shapeof the B-H loop (figure 5.2d). The return path
shows the formation of 360' domain walls after reversal (figure 5.11i).
The domain walls in this case lie close to the easy axis and thus are
straiglit.
Tbe liard ,ixis reversal of M8 at a 360' domain wall is shown in figure
5.12. As Hie field is reduced from +32 Oe to +10 Oe the magnetisation
rotates (figures 5.12a and b). By 0 Oe the magnetisation lies along the
easyaxis awl Oic 360' domain wall has changed from a zigzag form to a
straiglit, forni (figure 5.12c). Reversal continues through magnetisation
rotatioii aud flie inag, netisation direction is reversed by -26 Oe (figure
5.12d). I'lie 360' domain wall returns to a zigzag form when the magnetis.atioii is aligiied along the hard axis (figure 5.12e). The return path
is hi agreenient,as shown in figures 5.12f-j.
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5.11:
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Inagnetisation
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TN18, NiFelmn/CoFe5nm/
(A12(): r)iiiii/NiFe, liiiii/CoFe, ')iiiii)x3
Ii.
with red arrows indicating the direction of applied field
and the white arrows the magnetisation direction.
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The schematic diagraiiis in figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the likely mechanism by which the 360' domain walls remain during reversal. This
is most msily understood by considering the hard axis reversal (figure
5.13). First a small offset between the hard axis and the direction of
applied field is -Lssuniedto determine the direction of preferred rotation
for each inagnetisation vector. As the field is reduced from a saturated
state towards 0 Oe the magnetisation direction rotates as illustrated in
figure 5.131).At 0 Oe the magnetisation now lies parallel to the easy axis
resulting iii head to head and tail to tail transitions within the wall (figure 5.13c). This is highly energetically unfavourable, therefore, the wall
(figure 5.13d). By applying
coinpen-satesby taking on a zigzag folding
a sinall reversefield the inagnetisation starts to rotate to align with the
field (figure 5.13e). Here the bottoin part of the wall (point q in figure
5.13d) disappears -L,;the inagnetisation is progressively aligned in the
same direction. However, this is not the case for the magnetisation at
the top part of the structure (point 1)in figure 5.13d). In this instance a
tail to U-61forniation occurs (point r in figure 5.13e) and the magnetisation rotates through 360' within the wall. Applying a high enough field
results in a new 360' domain wall forming (figure 5.13f), hence, in the
Fresnel iniages the 360' domain wall contrast thereby reverses (see for
example figure 5.6).
A sinfilar Im cess occtirs during the easy axis reversal as illustrated in
figtire 5.14. Again it is assumed there is a small offset between the
applied field direction and the, easy axis to determine the direction of
preferre(I rotation for cacli inagnetisation vector. Rom the remalient
state (figure 5.14a) as a small reverse field is applied the magnetisation
rotates towards the applied field direction (figure 5.14(b)). At a high
enough applie(I field a new 360' domain wall forms at the top part of
the original wall and the bottom part of the wall disappears. A new
360' doinain wall with reversed contrast is seen in the Fresnel images
(figure 5.14(c)).
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5.4

DPC investigation

of the 360 " domain

walls

To gain sonie quantitative insight into the 360' domain wall structures
DPC iinaging", as carried out on films M5 and M7 (the films which had
the greatest occurrence of 360' domain walls). The results from the
bilayer film, N17.are presentedfirst as this is the simpler case.
Figure 5.15 sliows DPC images of the outward path of an easy axis
reversal of N17.similar to the reversal observed in Fresnel image sequence
in figure. 5.9. Images showing the orthogonal components of induction,
taken simultaneously from the same area, at various fields during the
imagnetisation reversal are shown. The red and yellow arrows indicate
the directi0ii of in(luction which the images are sensitive to and the
directi0ii of the applied field respectively. A 360' domain wall which
was initially present, is indicated by the green oval at +27 Oe. As the
previous Fresnel studies showed the reversal is effected by a 180' domain
wall sweel)ing through at -7 Oe (figure 5.9). In this instance the wall
was capture(l (luring the reversal and can be seen sweeping through at
by the blue oval at
-6 Oe and -7 Oc. It, is indicated
-7 Oe.
Processhig of the images using Digital Micrograph'M

allows a comparisoll of the sigiial profile across the 360' and 180' domain walls to be
inaxle. Thus it is possible to determine whether the 360' domain wall
exists hi all the layers or, as suspected, only in one of the layers. The
signal profile across the 180' domain wall is shown in figure 5.16 and the
prohle w-ross the 360' domain wall is shown in figure 5.17. Comparison
of the sigiial variation indicates the signal from the 360' domain wall is
-1/2 the sigiial froin the 180' domain wall. Given that the 180' domain
wall exists in the whole thickness of the structure, this suggests the 360'
doniain wall only exists in one of the CoFe layers in the bilayer film.
This is illustrated in figure 5.18 which shows schematically the
signals
generated from a 180' and a 360' present in one or both layers of the
bilayer filin.
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Figure 5.15: DPC image sequence during an easy axis reversal of N17, NiFe.1mit/CoFelOmn/
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Figure 5.19showsa set of DPC images from film M5. In this instance the
180" domain wall which effects reversal has been captured. The green,
blue and red ovals indicate examples of 360' domain walls. The wall
indicated by the green oval can be seen in figure 5.19(b) as it lies along
the direction of induction to which this image is sensitive. However, it
direction of
can not be seen in figure 5.19(a) as it lies orthogonal to the
induction to which this image is sensitive. For the same reason the wall
indicated by the blue wall can be seen clearly in figure 5-19(e), but is
less obvious in figure 5.19(d). Parts of the complex 360' domain wall
structure indicated by the red oval in figure 5.19(d) have similar signal
level to the imiforinly magnetisedmaterial which has reversedsuggesting
that this particular domain wall extends throughout the whole thickness
of the laininate. Again the images have been processed with Digital
Micrograph"" allowing comparison of the signal profiles from the 180'
and 360' domain walls. The signal profiles from the most prominent
I)art of fljis complex 360' domain wall and the 180' domain wall are
showii hi figures 5.21 and 5.20. The profiles show that there are similar
coiltrast,cliaiiges from both the 180' domain wall and the 360' domain
wall. This suggestsa similar signal is generated by both the 3600 and
1800 walls. Given that, the 180' domain wall exists throughout the whole
thickiiess of the film, then the 360' domain walls also extend throughout
the whole thickness of the film. However, in the DPC images there are
ins,taiielesof 3600 domain walls which have a lower contrast and thus do
not exist in all layers of the laminate. An example of this is the 360'
doinain wall indicated by the green oval in figure 5.19. The signal profile
for this doinain wall is also shown in figure 5.20. In this case the signal
level is significantly less than that from the 180' domain wall and it is
likely the wall only exists in two of the magnetic layers at most. The
wall indicated by the blue oval also generates a significantly lower signal
(figure 5.22) indicating this wall is probably only present in two of the
inagnetic layers. A schematic illustration

of the signal generated from a
360' domain wall present in one and two layers of the quadrilayer film
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21 l

d(nilaill Nvall in filin N15. The blue rectangle ijj(ji(-ýjt(ýs flt(,
5.21: Si-, Iial
aCD)'-S it 36
The
red arrow indicates the direction of induction -wilicil tjj(,
arva which the profile wa-s taken over.
inlage is sensitive to.
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Fi,, iirv -5.22: Sipn;d profile across it 360' donmill wall ill filin N15. 'File Mile rectangle indicates tll(,
which the prohle was taken over. 'Fit(, red arrow indicates the direction of inductioll
image is SvIlsitive to.

ia,

Fi, urv 5.23: Schematic dia-rain of it 360' domain wall present in (a) one laver and (b) two la
IIes
it (piadrilaYer film. Domains are hidicated in red and domain walls in green.
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5.5

Physical
sition

and elemental

microstructure

compo-

samples

of planar

An enlarged briglit, field TENI iinage of a defect from film M5 is shown
in figure 5.24. The image shows the defect has an annular appearance.
in TENI and the crystallites in the centre of the defect appear similar to
those in Ow rest of the film. From the appearance it is unclear what has
caused tlic defect and investigation with a surface imaging technique is
required to determine the topology of the defect. This will be discussed
in section 6.2

Ilk

k
OW
L&

low

Figtirc 5.24: Bright field TENI image of a defect showing the visible crystallites within the annular
defex-t.

To investigate whether there are any compositional differences between
Hie defect regions and the regions without any defects, electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) has been carried out. Spectrum images were
t.aken across two of the defect sites. HAADF images of the two areas
with defects are shown in figures 5.25a and 1) with the spectrum iniage
line traces indicated by the green lines. For each
area core loss and low
loss spectra were collected at -5 11111
intervals across the spectrum iniage..
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This was done using a fast beam switch which allowed low loss and core
loss spectra to be collected from the same area under the same electron
optical conditions. Hence, deconvolution of the core loss spectra with
the low lossspectra allowed removal of plural scattering effects from the
core loss edgeshape. The spectra included the 0 K-edge, Fe L2,3-edges
which have edge onsets of 532 eV, 708 eV and 738 eV
and Co L2.3-edges
respectively. A dispersion of 0.5 eV/ch was used to allow simultaneous
collection of the edgesof interest. Processingof the data was performed
using the microscopy software packageDigital Micrograph TM.A background of the forin AE-', where A and r are constants and E is the
energy, was fitted to the region immediately' preceding the 0 K-edge
and subtracted froin the core loss parent spectrum image to give a second spectrinn image. Figure 5.25c shows spectra taken from points a, b
and c in the background subtracted spectrum image 1 and figure 5.25d
show,,the spectra for spectrum image 2. From the relative peak heights
of the 0, Fe and Co it appears that the defects are oxygen rich. This is
most appareiit,,it the edgeof the defects (point b in figures 5.25a and b)
where the Fe aiid Co peaks are significantly less intense when compared
to the are,,-Lswithout, defects (point a in figures 5-25a and b).
Decoiivolution of the background subtracted core loss spectrum image
with the low loss spectrum image was performed to remove plural seatterhig effects. A signal window of 50 eV was then set and the area under
eacli edge integrated to give an intensity map of each element. This enabled the cleinent profiles acrossthe spectrum images to be determined.
Figiires 5.26 and 5.27 show the element profiles across spectrum image
I and 2 respectively. The element profiles show the presenceof oxygen
is greatest at the edgesof the defects. There is arguably an increase of
Fe and Co at,the edgeof the defect, this is most apparent in figure 5.27.
Although this is not as obvious as the increase in the 0 signal. This
suggestsit is likely that an oxide of Fe or Co is present. The t/A for
each spectriiin image was calculated from the low loss spectrum image
using equation 2.9. To show how the thickness varies across the spec120
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trum image the resulting t/A profile is also shown on figures 5.26 and
5.27. This confirins the defect sites axe thicker than the uniform film
with the ceiitre of the defect e-, 50 nm thicker than the rest of the film.
However, the increase in t/A in the centre of the defects is not due to the
oxygen and has not, been explained by the EELS results. The Fe and
Co signals appear suppressed in the defect region. However, the element
profiles have not been normalised to the zero loss peak and it is likely
the Fe and Co signals have been depressed by extra scattering.
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Figure 5.25ý IIAADF images of (a) defect site I and (b) defect site 2 showing the corresponding
taken froin points a, l)
spectrum unage line tracet, Spectra. norinalised with respect to the 0 K-edge.
I
and c on t1w line traces are shown in (c) and (d) for spectrum image 1 and 2 respectively
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Figure 5.26: (-raph shoWilig the clement profiles of 0. Fe and Co across spectrum iniage, 1. 'I'lle tl, \
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5.6

Discussion

The Fresiiel mode of Lorentz inicroscopy again provided a detailed insiglit hao tlic niagnetisation reversal mechanisms of the four laminated
films.
Defect sit,cs wlficli affected the magnetisation reversal were observed in.
films M."). M6 an(] M7.360' domain walls formed during the easy axis
and liar(l axis rcversals in all four films. This has been observed previously diiriiig an casy axis reversal by Heyderman et al [1] and during a
hard axis reversal by Fel(Itkeller [3,4]. In some cases the ends of the walls
were piiiiied at defects wlii(-.Ii were visible in bright field TEM images.
However. t-licre were also instances where the 360' domain walls did not
Old at, Ole p1lysical defect, sites. This is similar to the observations in the
inult, il, ýycr filin iii cliapter 4 where the pinning sites were not visible in
fIRTEN1. I lowever., it, is entirely possible that magnetic inhornogeneities
exist. widiin flic films. This would concur with the earlier studies of
licy(lcmiaii ct al awl Pnclialska [1,2,5,6] who attributed the formation
of flic 360"
(Ioniain walls to a Bloch line in a 180' Neel wall moving in
.
an applied ctsy Lxis fichl being trapped at some inhomogeneity in the
saniple.

The results of Heyderman et al [1] showed that, the 360' walls in multi4kyer filins were emsed by the passing 180' domain wall and new walls
fornied at different, loc-ations in the film. Although this is the
case in
soine instances here, in films M5 and M7 3600 domain walls frequently
reniained at the same position throughout reversal (figures 5.3,5.4 and
5.6). These films liad the largest density of defects and some walls
persisted iij) to fields of a few hundred oersted suggesting the end points of
the walls are very strongly pinned. Schrefl et al [7] simulated the forination and annihilation of 360' domain walls and found for a defect of
10

nin an external field of 280 Oe is needed to eliminate the 360'3 wall
that the defects are indeed strongly pinned. It has also been
showing
.
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field of the pinned walls
'
silown by Berkov ci it] "-, Hull the minihilation
is stronoly dependent on the defect geonictry. When aligned along the
hard ýtxis the 360' do"Mill Witlls took on a zigzag folding (sce for exbeen observed previously and can he
ample figurc 5.12). This haýsagain
exp1miled III I crur, ()f all equilibrium betvveen the wall length and specific
xA'allencro-v '2.11(m-ever. the fiict tImt the 360' domain Nvalls remain
obsen-Mion mid the lik(,I\- processes ývlficli occill.
"Ifter reNvrsýll 11,;1 IICNV
the h'll-d ;1,
\I" reversil luive heen discussed and are illustrated in
(1111-ill'u)
figure 5.13.
DPC imilging Im." 1-c\-cilledtimt some ()f thc 360' domain walls exist ill
all 0, the Ina"'11clic lit.vers mid sonic in mily mic or two layers. When a
360, d(mialn \vidl is pre"ent in mic lilycr a ('()Illpcilsatýing wall call form
Milt, II(It ic hiver. I leyderman ct al [I I showed Hic pos11cighimill-1119
for the case wll(, I.c,
sIbIlitY ()f it 300 m- it 0 c(mipensiding (Imnain wall
t lic w-l"'in'd (ImImill Nvilli is inclilled it -15'' to the (Imimin magnetisatioll

in

(III-ectl(m. 1"'Ing their '11-gullients Nvecmisider cmilpensaling walls illis'It ion direct ion as
be tll(' case for fillil
chned it () I () t lIc 111,1glict
M-7).Figurc -5.28sho\vs I schenult Ic ()t*t he cmilpensafing walls. From the
di; lgram It Is cv1deld thill total charge c(mipensat,ion is achievc(l when
the ývall is '111"'Iledlmrallcl h) the nmgnctisation direct-ion. fjcll(, (,. it is
\01v 111csignid level frmll thc 360' (Imnain wall ill flie DIT
-till 1111cicillinvestig; 0P)II is 1()ývvrHum xvmild he expected for it wall present, ill two
I'lYers whell c(m1pared I () t he signal frmn t he 180 0 wAl ill filin N15(figure
5.20).
(a)
(b)

H :iC
1 ----1 i: '-p1

°i

(C)
Figure 5.28: Schematic illustration of (a) 360' domain wall, (b) 360'
compensating wall and (c) 0'
The
indicate
domains
the
compensating wall.
red areas
and the green areas indicate the domain wall
region.
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Although

the Loreiitz inicroscopy

of the four laminated
Therefore.
not iiii(lerstood.

investigation

has revealed interesting

properties

films, the origin

still

in an attempt

into the I)hysical aiid elemental structure
has beeii carried (mit, along with HRTEM

of the defect sites is

to gain further

insight

SEM of the planar samples
and EELS investigations

of

findings from these studies are presented
cross sectioii-al speciiiiens. The
is left
in chapter 6 and all discussion of the physical characterisation
until sectioii 6.5.
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Chapter

6

Structural

properties

of the CoFe

thin Films
Introduction

6.1

This djapter iiivest,igales the physical and elemental structure of the
CoFe la-lifillatv filills ill all attempt, to establish the origin of the defects
obsvi-ve(Iill chijAer 5. SENI of the planar samples of film M5 has been
carrie(I otit. to gaiii greater kiiowledge of the surface topology of the
(lefect's.

Nrflier cross-sectional
TEM has beencarried out on the laminate films
to illvest,ip-ttv tile filin growth. Bright and dark field TEM imaging
an(] EELS were performed on two laminate films, M5 and M9. There
stnicnires are dcscribed below. The magnetic behaviour of film M5
lias been disciissed in detail in chapter 5. However, film M9 is thick
and not Oectron transparent when viewed in plan view, therefore the
44

inagnetic I)roperties liave not been investigated. However, the structure
of filin N19is a more realistic. example of the structures used in magnetic
recording heads and thus the physical and elemental properties have
been investigated.
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M5
N19

6.2

(x3)
-)031.25iiiii/NiFelniii/CoFel0iiiii)
NiFeIiiiii/CoFe22., *')niii/(AI2031.5nm/NiFeliim/CoFe22.5niii)(x7)
NiFe I nm/CoFel Oiiiii/(Al,

SEM of film M5

Figure 6.1a an(l 1)show SENI images taken, at two magnifications, of the
siirface of filin N15.Both images show the defects appear hemispherical
aiA are thicker thaii the rest of the film. Typically the defects are 50
nni - 100 iini iii size which agreeswith the TEM results (section 5.5).
To iiivestiga-tewhether the defects were present before the film deposition
or if flicy litt(I been causedduring the deposition a dual beam FIB/SEM,
,i.s described iii chapter 2, was used-A protective platinum bar was
depositcd oii top of the defects. Next the gallium ion beam was used
to cia a trew-li through the area on which the platinum bar had been
deposited. 'I'lie clectroii heain was then used to image the area whilst
sliceswere ciit aw,ýy froni the trench until a defect wasfound, a technique
kiiowii ,Lsscrial sect-i0iihig [1,21. SEM images taken from the cross
secti0iied defects are shown in figure 6-1c and d. The image shown in
figure 6.1c was taken ininiediately before breaking into the defect. Here
flie stnicture of the quadrilayer film and the substrate can be seen as
hidicated on flic iniage. Figure 6.1d shows an image taken at the centre
of a defect. This shows the presenceof a hemispherical particle oil the
sifl)strate, heiice the defects are caused by some processbefore the film
is (leposited. The filin grows on top of the particle, but there is
an
indeift at, the edge of the particle. This is seen in the surface images as
a deficiew-y of inaterial around the defects (figure 6.1a and b).
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(a)

Fm

kd)

(c)

Edgeof defect
CoFe laminate
SI ýN4su6stricto

(c); Wild (d) (. I.(
I p'lill f, II1:
e (of MT) silmvill", II le dot'C(t "'
(d IIIc
ýI'' -I 1\1
. 111,1
)ss-socI,jo II ýjl
.
SEM illiage" oI the deff-cl." showhig the multilayer tilin on top of the defect.
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6.3

Cross-sectional TEM

of CoFe thin films

In an ,A,
t I eii ipt t () idew ifý-t lie particles which are present on the substrate
TEM cross sectiojis were prepare(] with the encapsulation method. Due
however,
to the low sanipliiig of this method no defects were found;
iniagiiig and aiialysis was carried out to investigate the growth of the
CoFc filins. Vie (hial beani FIB would have enabled preparation of a
However, time limitations meant this was
cross-sccti ()ii flirwigh a defect.
not possible.

Figiire 6.2aawl btsliow a bright field image of M5 and a dark field image
(110) diffraction ring. Unlike the
of fliesaiiie arca. takeii froin part, of the
I)riglit fi(.I(l iinagc. Ow (lark fiehl image allows determination of whether
t'lle graills lunveflle S'anlecrystallographic orientation. The red ovals in
figme 6.2a aii(l 1) iii(licate ,in example of grains in different layers which
iiiay liave flic saine orientation. Whilst this is not immediately obviotis fi-oin die briglit, fiel(l iinage, ffic dark field image clearly shows both
graiiis are (liffrmfiiig strongly in the same direction. In the samples investigate(l fliere were a few instances of this where the grain growth does
appear to have beeii affecte(l by that in underlying layers. However, the
occiirreiwe of this was not as frequent as first thought from the bright
fivl(l iinages of flie cross-sectionalsamples. An example of such an area
is giveii iii figme 6.2c awl d wlii(.-h show bright and dark field images of
M9. Ilere the re(l ovals in(licate -,
areas in the bright field image in which
it appears dic grains are 'talking' to each other, but in the corresponding (lark fic](1 iniage it, (-an been seen that the grains do not have the
saiiie cryst,allograplfic orientation. The dark field imaging has revealed
that, alt,liougli flie grain boundaries in subsequentCoFe layers may occur
at die saiiie pohit the grains are in fact in different orientations. Rom
close inspection of several dark field images it was found that approxiiiiately 0.570 of grains appear to have a similar orientation to those in
the iiii(lerlying layer.
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It is also worth noting the roughness level of the spacer layers noticeably
increases with distance from the substrate. As in film M4, section 4.6,
there is evidence that the roughness is caused by grains in underlying
CoFe layers.

41 *t
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I-IgIlle 6-2: (it) bl. I I'M tuld (b) DFTENI of IN15,NiFcl lilll/('()Iel0iiiij/(AI2031.2.,
")iiiii/NiFeliiiii/
COrt'liIIIIII)XI
(c)
BFTENI
(d)
DFTEM
images
and
Mg,
of
NiFv I mn/CoFe22.5nm/(AI20: j I. ")nin/NiFvl nin/ CoFv22.5niu)x7.
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6.4

EELS investigation

of CoFe laminate

films

Electron viwrj:,,v loss spectroscopy of the cross-sectional specimens has
bee,11carriv(l (mit to profile the. elemental distribution throughout the
larninatc(I CoFe filins.
An EELS spectriiiii iniage has been collected to produce an array of
different points across a line trace in film M5.
spe(-tra (-orresponding to
Tbe cnvrgý- raiige aiid dispersion were set to include the Fe , Co and Ni
L2,3 c(1gvs.Figure 6.3a sliows a,HAADF image indicating the spectrum
jillage rcgion of N45 and figure 6.3b the spectrum image line trace. In
6.3a dic i-oiigliness of the. spacer layers, similar to that in film M4 in
cliaptvr .1. can be seen.
Tljv spech-iiiii line trace was taken from substrate to surface with points
This was poor sampling and
every I iiiii and probe dianicter -0.6 nm.
retrospectively it, would liave been more sensible to select a probe diThe data was processed using a built
aiw, ter of at least. the st,ep size.
ill (livautificat.i0ii function in Digital Micrograph TM . Here a background
wilidow wid sigiial window were set for each edge. As the edges of interest, liv close to v.-m-hother the background window was limited to 40
N awl div signal witidows were limited to 50 eV. The area under each
(!(Ig(, wýis dicii iiaegrated to give an intensity map of each element, thus
flie elvinvio, profiles across flie spectrum image were determined. Figure
6.3(-sliows Ole clement, profiles across the spectrum image. The element
profiles liave beeii iiorinalised individually and are plotted against all arbitrary scalv, liciwe the exact composition can not be determined from
tjl(ý )lot,. rll, (, Fe and Co signals agree with each other quite well apart
froni fliv top CoFe layer where the Co signal falls off sharper than that of
the Fe. This implies the surface layer which can be seen in the HAADF
iniage liýLsa greater Fe content and may be due to an Fe oxide layer. At
the first, svedlayer, indicated by number 1 in figure 6.3c, the Ni peak appears wider fl-lan in the subsequent seedlayers, numbered 2-4. It should
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also bC 110tedth'It the Ni peAs 2-4 appear to tail into the CoFe. Bougghthe hemn direction. consistant xvith the BFTENI images. can
jjcýs almiul
11
1)(ý, evil in the IIAADF iniage which may explain the Ni tailing into the
coFe hiYer. That dic Fe mid CO signals do not fall to zero at, the spacer
laver 111avalso) be due to this roughness.
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Figure 6.3: (it) Survey iniage showin.- spectrum image region, (b) spectrum image
and (c) elemental
(Al'-)()31
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To investigate whether there is a tailing of the Ni peak a further spectrum
image Ims beel, taken from film 1\45 with more closely spaced points.
The start. energy of the spectrum was changed to include the oxygen
0.5 eV/channel. Typical EELS
aii(I the dispersion was set at
CoFe layer,
spectra takeii froin points along the spectrum image at the
the NiFe seed layer and the A1203 spacer layer are shown in figure 6.4.
K-efte

An iwexpect-ed edge is present immediately before the Fe L2,3 edge and
(-an be secii most, clearly in the spectrum taken from the spacer region
(figure 6.4c). It. is thought that this edge may be due to fluorine which
iliay liaxv been present in the glue used in the cross-section preparation.
Also it, is worth noting the relative Fe to Co content appears to increase
iii the sl)accr layer when compared to the CoFe layer and the seed layer
from the relative peak heights in each of the
spectra. This caji be seen
sjwctna. 'Hiis agrees with the element profiles in figure 6.3c where the
Co (iroj)s ()ff fiirthcr th-tin the, Fe at the spacer layers.

A spectruiii Iiiie trace was taken acrossthe top spacer layer as indicated
iii dic 11AADF iinage in figure 6.5a. Spectra were taken every 0.2 nm
across dic spectruin iinage with a probe diameter of -0.6 nm. Figure
6.51)sliows dic resulting spe-ctruinline trace. The element profiles for 0,
F'e,Co awl Ni were then extracted from the spectrum image as before
iisfiig Digital Nlicrograph'I'M. The profiles, normalised as beforel are
presentediii figure 6.5c. In this spectrum image the tailing of the Ni
peak is not its obvious. The reason for this remains unclear and may
liave beeii a oiw-off. However, the data again suggest there may be an
iiicre-ti.
se iii flic Fe to Co ratio at the spacerlayer. The presenceof oxygen
tliroiigli the wliole spectrum image is most likely due to surface oxidation
of the nictal layers.
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Filiii N19liýusI)ecii hivestigated in a similar fashion to film M5. However
ill flils cxse the spectrum image was taken over an area as indicated
image in figure 6.6a. As before, the energy range and
L2,3
were set to include the 0 K-edge and the Fe, Co and Ni

iii the IiAADF

(lispersi0ii
edges. A spectriiiii was taken every 0.3 m-n over an area of - 12.5 nm by
I..:-) iiiii. Quuitification of the data gave an element map for each of the
e(Igesof iWerest over the spectrum image area. The elemental maps are
iii figtire 6.61). The profiles across each of these maps have been
sliONN-ii
t akcu ui(l t lic wrinalised profiles are shown in figure 6.6c. The 0 signal
is greatest iii iociisity at the spacer layer, but is always present. This
is uiost. probablý7from surface oxidation of the cross-sectional specimen.
hi this iiistaiice flie Ni peak appears asymmetric with a steeper slope at
flic A1-)():;/NiFc hiterface thaii the NiFe/CoFe interface. The Ni FWHM
is -2.5 11111
awl flic Al,?O:j FWHN1 is -3 nin which is in agreement
,A-itli dic Nvi(ldi iiiewstirement from the HAADF image. Both layers are
siibst, iiitially wi(ler thaii the thickness expected from the deposition.
'Hiis is iii0st, probably due, to the roughness of the spacer layers, although
thv, v,ý-iiitiictrý- iii the Ni peak suggests there may bessomediffusion of Ni
'C likyer. That, the Fe profile matches the Co profile the whole
iIItI

('(

le

)14

wiiý, t liroiigli flie spectrum image is surprising. It is expected that, the Fe
sigiial slioiil(l iiicreiuse wheii compared to the Co signal at the seedlayer,
I)w this is ii0t. flie cýtsehere and cayi not be explained. Again neither
flj(.

14'(ý

()I-

('()

SigJ1,11

drop to zero at, the spacer layer.
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6.5

Discussion

Following the results from chapter 5, this chapter explored further the
CoFe laminate films.
physic.al structure of the

Tlic TEM and EELS investigation of the planar samples revealed the
defects liave aii annular appearance(section 5.5) and were thicker in the
increasein thickness was not apparent
centrc. flowcvcr, the origin of the
froni tbcsc stu(Iies. Investigation with SEM has shown the defects are in
fact approxiiiiately hemispherical. A deficiency of material can be seen
SEM images. However, the
around flic edgeof the defects in the surface
deficiency. This can be explained
cross-sectiolialiniagesshow there is no
froni the weaker secoiidary electron signal from this area. The annular
appearaw-cof die defects in the TEM images is still puzzling and crossfilm structure at the
sectioiial TENI iniages are iieeded to investigate the
edge of dic defects. Tbat the. defects are oxygen rich around the edge
was revealed froni the EELS studies and suggeststhese areas are prone
to oxidatioll.
proved a useful tool in cross sectioning the defect
beam siarew; wit1i flic Ga ion beam whilst imaging with the electron
This enabled the centre of the defects to be found and
111,11tanvously.

The dual beani Fill

revealed Oicy were caused by the presence of a particle on the substrate
before the lanfinate film was deposited. The identity of the particles is
still unclear and cross-sectional TEM was carried out in an attempt to
detect a defect region. As the (lual-beam FIB is a new tool at Glasgow,
tiniv restraints nicant preparing cross-sections with the FIB could not be
carried out. However, specimens were prepared using the encapsulation
inctliod described in section 2.8. With the encapsulation method it is
not possible to be specific about the area which is thinned to electron
transparency. This along with the low sampling of the technique meant
the chances of finding a defect region were small and indeed none were
found.
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The cross-sectional TEM did., however, allow the structure of the film
to be studied. As seen in chapter 4 section 4.6 there was an increase
in tlic sl)a.(-cr roughness with distance from the substrate and it can be
This roughness is not
attributed to the grains in the underlying layers.
unusual in sputtered inultilayered films and there have been several in[3,4,51 and optimising the
vestigations into understanding the roughness
deposition c()n(litions to minimise it. The dark field observations have
confirined tliat the. spaver layers are effective at breaking up the growth
between flie CoFe layers throughout the majority of the film, although
fliere are occasional instances where the grains may be connected across
two lavers.
Tliv EELS stii(lies liave suggested there may be a tailing of the Ni into
Ow C(A' or it. utay just, be froin the roughness. Previous studies oil
,;pill valve niat,crials have studied the diffusion of Ni into CoFe layers
[6] whicil illiplies diffusion in the, case of the laminate films is entirely
I)Iausiblv. Alfliougli divre are sfill inany unanswered questions from the
EELS restilts it, wits ji0t,ed fliat, the Fe and Co signals do not drop off
to zero at. flic spacer layers and the Co does not drop off to zero at, the
seed litycr. It, is thought, this is most likely due to the roughness of the
int-erfacesw1lich W".
L,; observed in both BFTEM and HAADF images.
Alt-liotigli flie cross-secti0iial TEM study was unsuccessful in finding a
(lefed" it, is sliggested that the particles which are responsible for the
defects occur from some process carried out after the TEM membranes
llavv beell el-Olvd, but, before deposition. As the particles are 50 nm - 100
iiiii iii size aii(I are regiflarly dispersed across the substrate it is unlikely
flivy are (ill(, to liajidiiiig. Preparatioii of cross-sectional specimens of
flic (lefects wifli the dual beani FIB is required to gain more information
all(I will be discussed ill sec,tiou 8.3. Preliminary results from studies of
Ofis khid suggest,there uiay be all oxide of silicon present, although the
data are by uO wiiy cow-lusive and thus have not been presented here.

The SENI results showedthe filill growth w,,,
Lssignificantly disturbed by
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particles

present on the substrate

and hence it is expected

the local

It is thought this disarotind tlie particles is disturbed.
wrbance provides the, necessary pinning sites for the 360' domain walls
points of the 360'
c(l iii cliapter 5. In chapter 4 the termination
obser,%,
domain walls were attributed to the roughness of the space layers and

agnetisation
111,

to be the, case for the instances where the 360' domain
in chapter 5. It is suggested that the
walls terniiiiate at non defect sites
laminate
walls w1ficli are present throughout the whole thickness of the
terininate al tlie strucoiral defect sites and it is these strongly pinned

this is flimiglit

walls wificii reinain throughout the. magnetisation reversals. For the inlayers at most it is likely the
staiwes wliere tlie Aktlls exist in one or two
sites are diie to the rotighness and the walls are. confined to
the iipperniost. layers where flie roughness is greatest. The structural
laininate filins has revealed the nature of the pincliaracterisation of flie
ning sites, lioAever. ftirtlicr inicroinagnetic calculations similar to those

teriiiiiiation

[71 are required to gain a greater understandciarried mit by Sclirefl et. al
ilig of dic 116cronlagiletic beliaviour at the termination points. This will
be disciissed iii section 8.3.
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Chapter

7

Patterned soft magnetic films
7.1

Introduction

The studies in chapters 4 to 6 on the continuous filins have provided useful mid hiterestiiig information on the magnetic and physical properties
()f the CoFe films. Ilowever, it, is of technological interest to investigate
ll()W I'lle fillils would hchwe when patterned down to a shape and size
similar to dial, of a perpendicular recording write head.
As dic writc Ite,1Ais 111i"iaturised to a-c.
cominodate the increase in areal
deiisity, diere are niaiiy fiwtors in the design which need to be taken into
M"C'Milit'.Previous StIldies,have inves'.figated the effect of trailing shields
oii flie write field 11,2,31. As mentioned in chapter 1, the remanent
field of flie write lieul is also an important factor and various aspects of
flie writer geonictry liave been studied to achieve lower remalience [4,5,
61. Odier groups liave focused on the pole-tip geometry, ill particular,
interest, liws beeii given to the effects of the, geometry when writing at
skew (7,8,91. Trapezoidal geometries have been proposed to alleviate
the probleni of interaction with previously written data when the write
pole is skewed with respect to the track direction [10]. Gao and Bertram
[111 niodelled t-he write field of a tapered-neck pole and compared it to
various other pole designs. They found the tapered-neck pole achieved
niiidi larger write fields and field gradients than those without a tapered144
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neck
Here the interest lies in understanding the micromagnetic processes occurring during the reversal of six "head" shapes. The "pole tip" width

lw-sbeen varied for shapeswith and without a tapered-neck; the geometries are given in section 7.2. This chapter reports preliminary studies of
patterned permalloy filins. Perinallqy was chosen as it is isotropic, thus
allowed observation of the effect of the shape anisotropy on the reversal
of a film without a well defined anisotropy axis. Time limitations meant

the CoFe filins studies iii the previous chapters have yet to be patterned.

7.2

Fresnel Studies of Patterned

Permalloy

films

Six 11cadshapcs have been palterned by clectron beam lithography and
lift-off (w; described in section 2.9) and a 30 nin pernialloy filin deposited.
Flach Shape Ims beell investigated using the Fresuel mode
of Lorentz iniA schematic diagrain showing the sjjýjp(ý,
(-i-()s(-()I)y.
ý and their dimensions
is given in figue 7.1.

(e)

11
lon

10,um

4611

IAM
500nm

Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of head shapes (a) Iii,
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(b) H2, (c) H3, (d) H4, (e) H5 and (f) H6.
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The cxollition of magnetic microstructure has been investigated for the
"pole tip". Images at various fields
applied field directed parallel to the
duriijg flie niagnetisation reversal are shown. The applied field and magindicated by red and white coloured arrows renetisation directions are
SP(lCt

ively.

Figure 7.2 shows the reversal of HI which has a pole tip width of 100
Oe to +16 Oe the magnetisation
inn. As the field is reduced from +130
tak-es on a C-state shape (figure. 7.2b). At 0 Oe the magnetisation is
in the main body of the element, although
almost in a flux (-I()siire state
a 180" cross-tie domain wall has formed (figure 7.2c). The cross-tie
(4)niain wall forms as it, is harder to reverse the magnetisation. close to
flic e(Ige ()f the clenient.. As the field is applied in the opposite direction
the doinain which has its magnetisation direction along the applied field
direct ion grows it, t he expense of the other doinains (figure 7.2d). By -32
Oe the cross-t-ic &)niain walls no longer remain and the majority of the

sh,ape luts reversed. Here the inagnetisation has:taken on a flower state
Whervthe Inagliefisatioll al, the edgesof the clement points in opposite
direct.i0iis iii aii -attcliij)t to niiiiiinise the energy (figure 7.2e). However,
Ole 111agliet-isa-lioll
within the tip has not reversed at this field indicating
01c fip 11;
Ls 1)()t,becil iliflucliced significantly by the reversal in the 10
jall s(piai-e. By -132 Oc tbc tip li;as reversed as seen from the white line
Ole bb'wk line on the top in figure 7.2f. A schematic
oll flic botoill "111d
diagrain of flic two possible iiiagiietisation orientations is shown in figure
7.3. This ilhistrates

only the inagpietic phase where&-, the Fresnel images

Ilave bot'll 111aglictic awl electrostatic

phase contributions

and amplitude

coutntst . 'I"he return path is shown in figures 7.2g-I and follows similar
processes to the outward reversal with a flux closure state forming at
0 Ov (figure 7.2i) and the tip switching between +36 Oe and +130 Oe
(figures 7.2k and 1).
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Figure 7.2; Fregmelreversal of Ill. Red and m-hite arrows indicate the direction of al)j)lied field and
inagnetisittion direction remptvtively. The Blm-k arrows indicate the inagnetisation direction within
the tip.

Figure 7.3: Schematic illustration of the Frmnel intensity in the tip of Hl.
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The outward reversal of H2 is shown in figures 7.4a-f and the return
reversal in figures 7.4g-1. This shape has a pole tip width of 500 nm.

As the field watsre(hiced from +198 Oe to +6 Oe domain walls formed
separating rcgioiis of differing magnetisation direction (Figures 7.4a-C).
A domaiii wall wificli is pinned at the corner of the tip can also be seen as
by tlic green arrow in figure 7.4b. By 0 Oe the magnetisation
liad approxiniately formed a quasi-flux closure state. However, similar
illdicated

to Hl. a cross-tie wall reniained

(figure 7.4d).

In this case the reversal

i1i tlic til) occiirs over a similar field range to the rest of the shape. In
figin-v 7.4d it (-an be seen that the inagnetisation
flux (Iostire state wliicli

is perfectly

acceptable

within

the tip is in a

for a rectangular

shape

at, 0 Oe aj)plied field. A scheinatic illustration of the flux closure state
is given in figure 7.5. Increasing the field to -31 Oe pushed the vortex in

tlic niahi body of t1je shapeout and the majority of the shape reversed.
Tlw iiiijority of Ow 61) li.,ws also reversed at this point and a domain
wall is ji0w pimied at. flie opposite corner of the tip a's indicated by the
grevii arrow iii figure 7Ae. On further increasing the field to -202 Oe the
mill"lillilig donlaill 'A'all.s Were pushed out leaving the element uniformly
Ill, tg1jefised. 'Ilie retimi path is remonably consistent with the outward

patli (figures 7.4g-1). However, the reversal in the tip does not go via a
flux closure state in(licathig this structure can support different domain
structmes withill the fil). Similar to the outward reversal, a domain wall
whicli is pinned at, t1w corner of the tip (,,all be seen (figure 7.4i) as the
tip switclic" t Ilis donlaill wall InOWS to the, opposite corner of the tip
(fignres 7.4i-j). 'Ilic sliape becomes uniformly magnetised as the field is
increwsed to + 198 Ov (figure 7.41)
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Figure 7.5: Schematic illustration of the Fremiel intensity in the tip of H2 at 0 Oe applied field.
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The iiiagitetisatioii reversal of H3 is shown in figure 7.6. In this case the
pole tip Width wa-SI pm giving a square tip. The reversal in the bulk of
the sliape proceeded in a similar fashion to H2 with an approximate flux
closure state forming at 0 Oe (figure 7.6d). Figure 7.7 shows a schematic
ilhistration of the flux closure state within the tip. Again domain walls
whicli are phiiied at. the corners of the tip were observed during the
reversal as hidicated by the green arrows (figures 7.6c, e, i and k). In the
ard reversal at 0 Oe domain walls can be seen at both corners of
oiit,%%,.
t he t ip (figiire 7.6d). Cross-tie domain walls were again observed as the
walls were piislied t,oA,ards the edge of the element (figure 7.6d, e and
k). The reversal of the fil) occurred over a comparable field range to the
111aiiibody of the shape with a flux closure state occurring in both the
ow, A-ard awl ret-imi reversals (figures 7.6d and j).
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0.)

(b)

i1

U-

I'leý'llel Ic'. -visill (it H3.16.41 alld whilc arrm's indicate the direction of applied ficid and
The Black arrows indicate the magnetisation
direction within
ningtietimation direction m.4pectively.
I-IgIm. 'i-b

the fil).

Figure 7.7: Schematic illustration of the Fresnel intensity in the tip of H3.
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The ncxt,shapeto be studied had a 'tapered-neck' and a tip width of 100
nin. The outward reversal is shown in figures 7.8a-f. As the magnetisatakcii froin +198 Oe to +6 Oe domain walls formed separating
tioii NN-as
regions of differing inagnetisation direction. At 0 Oe the domain strueture is quite coniplex. however,the magnetisation is approximately in a
flux closure stak, (figure 7.8d). As the applied field is taken to -13 Oe
die inajority of the filin has reversed. However, the light domain wall
wliicli is observedin figure 7.8e is pinned at the tip. By -202 Oe the doimain %&,
alls have been pushed out and the shape is uniformly magnetised
(figure 7.8f). The return reversal (figure 7.8g-1)is in agreement with the
outward reversal, although the remanent state is less complex (figure
7.8i) awl iii this casethe (lark domain wall is pinned at the tip (figure
7.8k). It, is also worth noting a greater number of cross-tie/vortex pairs
appear iii tite cross-tie domain walls as they are pushed towards to the,
edge of Oic shape (figures 7.81and j).
M is a shifflar shape to H4, but with a pole tip width of 500 lim. The
reversal for this shape is showii iii figure 7.9. During the reversal similar
processesocciirred in the main body of the shape to those observed in
114. Doiiiaiii walls formed as the field was reduced from +198 Oe to
+6 Ov (fignre 7-9a-c) aiid the inagnetisation attempted to reach flux
closim, by 0 Oe (figure 7-9d). However, the reversal in the tip region
was siiiiiiar to shapes H2 and H3 with domain walls being pinned at
flie comers of the tip. In the outward path after reversal there are still
dottiahi walls presentwithin the Up (figure 7.9e). However, in the return
reversal (figtires 7.9g-1)there is complete domain collapse within the tip
after reversal (figure 7.9k). Again the cross-tie domain walls became
niore coiiiplex the closer they were to the edge of the shape (figures 7.9i
and j).
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Figure 7.,S: Fi-t-.
snel reversalol 11-1.Red and white arrows indicate the direction of applied field and
instguetisationdim-tion refilwctively.
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The final shapeto be investigated was H6 which had a tapered-neck and
aI pin pole tip width. The magnetisation reversal followed very similar
processesto thosein H5 as shown in figure 7.10. As the field was reduced
froni +198 Oe to 0 Oe domain walls formed and the magnetisation in
the niain bo(ly of the shape reached a flux closure state, albeit a slightly
inore coinj)lex state than in the reversal of H5 (figures 7.10a-d). Again
(Ioniain walls which were.pinned at the corners of the tip were present
(figmes 7.10(l an(I e). At -13 Oe cross-tie domain walls still remained
(figim, 7.10e). Again increasing the field to -202 Oe pushed out the
(loiiiaiii walls and the shape was uniformly magnetised (figure 7.10f).
Figmes 7.10g-Ishow the return path of the reversal and are consistent
with the outwar(I path. That, the cross-tie domain walls have a greater
iiiiijiber of cross-tie/vortex pairs when they are closer to the edge can
also be seenin this reversal sequence(figures 7.10i and k).
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7.3

Discussion

An insiglit, into the. processesoccurring during the magnetisation reversal
been provided through the use of Lorentz
of six palt, cmed shapes has
microscopy

Tbe reversal of the, main body of Hl, H2 and H3, three head shapes
wit ljout tapered-necks. followed similar processeswith the magnetisation
0 Oe applied field. However the
attenipting to reach flux closure at
differed. For H2
reversal iii die tip region of each of the three shapes
bulk of the shape was
and M flie niagnetisation reversal within the
iliffiiew-ed by t-lic tip and domain walls were pinned at the corners of the
fil). liowever, this was not the, case for HI which had the smallest pole
flere the tip switched at a higher field and had no
widfli. i. e. 100 11111.
larger square.
sigIfifi(-alit, infitience on the reversal in the

Tberc wiv; a similar trend with H4, H5 and H6, the shapeswith taperediwcks. 'FlIc Imain body of the shapes again attempted to reach flux

closlire at 0 Oe 'VI)I)liedfichl ,titi-jough iii this case, as a result of the
geonletry! t.ll(' (III'Lsi-flux closure states were slightly more complex than
t,jjosc ()I)s(!rv(,(l in flie sliapes without tapered-necks. That a greater

number of cross-tieswere present in the doinain walls closer to the shape
edge is a collse(Illellce of the inagnetisation attempting to minimise the
viiergy by shortenhig the distance between the cross-ties. During the

rev(-rsalof 114it doma-inwall w-astrapped ;,A the base of the tip. However,
it, is Slispect,
ed t1lis Illay Occurwithin a shnilar shape which did not have
a fil), belliceit, is doubt,fill flie tip has a significant effect in the caseof
114.In 115and 116domain walls were pinned at the corner of the tip and
after r(wersal the walls switched to the other corner of the tip which is
similar to the reversal processesoccurring in shapesH2 and H3.
N shapes 1-12aud H5, those with "pole-tip" widths of 500 nm, different
domaiii stnictmes were observed in the tip region during the outward
and return reversals. This is consistent with previous studies which
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hax,e showii -%,
arious domain structures can be supported by rectangular
That different configurations are observed sugc1cincias [12.13.14].
rsal processes occurring within these geometries are rather
gcsts flic r(,N-(,
inicoiarolled which is undesirable for a write head. However, these processesoccurred in an isotropic permalloy film and not in a film with well
(lefiiied aiiisotropy.
As mentioned ill section 1.5 in chapter 1, it is important for the pole-tip
t,() liave a I()w coercivity and low remanence to avoid writing unwanted
data. This is not the case for the pole-tips which pin the domain walls
during i-ex,
ersal. Previous studies found through modelling that magnetis(atioii rot,afioii yields the fastest head field reversal [4,15] and as seen
ill chapter 4

film,,,-, with an induced anisotropy do reverse via
inagnetisat. ion rotat, ion along the hard axis. The results in this chapter
sll()Nk,Ole effect, the shape anisotropy has oil the reversal of a well beliave(l soft, isotropic

film and what the induced anisotropy films have
("Icarly fiirt. her studies are required to determine how the
t,()
iijagiietisat, ioit reversals of the CoFe laminated fill-ris with well defined
allis()tropýy are influenced by the licad shape. This will be discussed in
sect ioll 8.3.
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Chapter

8

Conclusions and Future Work
8.1

Introduction

III flfis fliesis the reversal inechanisins occurring in soft magnetic thin
filills liave been investigated extensively along with the physical microstriicture. ne bulk of the work focused on CoFe films which have
lamapplications in perpendicular write heads. Various single layer and
inate filins were investigated which allowed the effect of including seed
,ind spwer 1,tyers on the filin propertieýs to be studied. The inaJority of
dic inicroniagnefic characterisation was carried out in a TEM and many
int.(,rvsfiiig featmes of the film,,,,were discovered such as complex defect
regions and 360' doinain walls in the I-aminate films. The physical microsirtichire wýis also characterised with a TEM which revealed features
siicli iLsthe inean grain size of the films and a significant roughness level
in flie laininate likyers. The TEM investigations also revealed a large
densit'.), of defect's Within the laniinate films, the origin of these has been
investigated iising EELS and SEM although the exact cause was not
deterinined.
Magnctising experinients on a patterned permalloy film were also perfortne(l. rhis enamc(i the effect of the shape anisotropy on the reversal
processesof a soft, isotropic magnetic thin film to be examined. However, the CoFe filins were not patterned due to time restraints. Thus the
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film with well defined
effect of the shape on the reversal processesin a
anisotropy has still to be investigated and will be discussedfurther in
Section 8.3.

8.2

Conclusions

Chapter 3 explored the reversal processesoccurring in two very soft magCoFeB
Ileti(.1flijil filins, a crystalline NiFeCuMo film and an amorphous
filni. For both filins relatively simple reversal behaviour was observed
,ilflioiigh the NiFeCuMo filin showed a well defined anisotropy whereas it
proved (lifficult to distinguish a preferred axis in the amorphous CoFeB
fihii. The differences, in the inagnetisation ripple of the two films were
idso noted awl the results were consistent with a preferred anisotropy
axis iii oiie film and a hack of anisotropy in the other fil m. The rotatio nal
beli, tviour awl formation of domain walls during the reversal of the two
fihiis served ,-L,;an introduction to the processes occurring during the
inagiict.isati0ii reversal of the CoFe films which are investigated through
the rest of the thesis.

Stiidies on foiir initial CoFe films were discussedin chapter 4. The films
dilfcrcd by flic inclusion or otlicrwise of seedlayers and spacer layers.
Here flic inajority of the work was carried out using the Fresnel mode
of Lorentz inicroscopy and a detailed study oil the reversal behaviour of
Hie filins was presented. That the inclusion of a seedlayersignificantly
altered flic inagnetisation distribution and reduced the eoercivity was attributed to a re(hiction in grain size. Laminating the films significantly
redticed Ow coercivity to -3 Oe and purely rotational behaviour, similar
to fliat, of t1w films in chapter 3, was observedduring the hard axis reversal. Tlic B-11loops of the laminate films showedsuperior eoercivities and
reversal properties. Whilst the TEM investigations revealed a smaller
nican crystallite size, which is a contributing factor in the lower coercivity, are,-usw1fich showedcomplex localised magnetic behaviour were
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Normal TEM imaging revealed nothing unusual about
also observed.
these arcýisand SENI showedno signs of surface defects. Cross-sectional
TEM showed significant conformal roughness throughout the laminate
ssurinised that the complex magnetic domains are stabilised at
an(] it vý'a:
thc roughest points where coupling fields mucli greater than 100 Oe are
likelY. The presenceof 360 0 domain walls during the easy axis reversal
of thc quadrilayer film were also observed and again nothing unusual
about flie end points of the walls could be detected with conventional
TEM imaging.
Fnrt 1)(,r studies of laniiiiatp films were carried out with the aim of gaining
a greater tinderstaiidiiig of the localised complex behaviour and the 360'
doniain walls. Tlie results froin tliese investigations were presented in
chapter 5. Thc niajority of the films investigated here all had structural
defects present, A,Ifich had significant, effect on the reversal behaviour of
the filnis.

Tlie in-sitii inagiiefising experiments revealed a far greater
dviisit.y of 360" dointiin walls than in the larninated film in chapter 4.
'Hiese persisted tip to fields greater than 700 Oe and remained throughmit, reversal w1fich w,,ts iniexpected. It was also noted that the domain
walls were straight, when aligned along the easy axis, but took on a zigzag
foldiiig wlicii aligiied along the hard axis. This was discussed and the
revei-sal iiiecliaiiisin for flic walls was proposed. Although there were
illstaiwes wliere Uie end points of the domain walls were located at the
strticoiral defects fliere were also occasions where this was not the case
awl, iAs hi cliapter 4, iiorinal TEM imaging revealed nothing unusual
'Llmlit, the end points of the walls. However, it is likely that all 360 0
doniaiii

%k,,,,
tlls are ý-Lssociatedwith some inhoinogeneity at the end points
w1ficli dishirl)s die niagnetis(ation configuration enough to pin the wall.
It, in, ýv I)e possiNe to model the. micromagnetics and this is discussed
in sect-i0i) 8.3. Qnaiititative
studies with DPC were carried out on the
laininate filnis awl it, was discovered that some of the 360' domain
walls
were present, fliroiigh
were coifiied

the whole thickness of the laminate, although some
to oiie or two layers. It is likely they are colifined to the
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level is greatest.
uppermost layers where the roughness
The physical cliaracterisation of the defects was presented in both chapter 5 and chapter 6. Conventional TEM followed by SEM of the structural defects revealed there were particles present on the substrate before the CoFe films were deposited. This caused a raised area in the
filni A,hicb ha(l a deficiency of material around it. The area around the
defect may
(lefects was found to be oxygen rich and indeed the whole
be oxygen ricii., however, as normalisation with the zero loss peak was
discover
iwt, carrie(l out, this may be surface oxidation. In an attempt to
die i(leiitity of t1w particle and gain a greater understanding of the film
The conformal roughgrowfli cross-sectional specimens were prepared.
iiess observed in chapter 4 was again apparent here. Bright and dark
fivl(l in)aging revealed the spacer layers were effective at breaking up the
growth across the majority of the film. Spectrum imaging with EELS
rcvc.alc(l a possible tailing of the Ni into the CoFe layer, although this
iii,ay be due to flie roughness of the. spacer layers. However, no defects
were found in the cross-sectional specimens and the origin of the particles
oii flie substrate reinain unknown at this stage. The structural defects
are i(Ical sites to capture a Bloch line moving in a 180' Neel wall and
provi(le the stabilisation iwcessary for the 360' domain walls to form.
'Hie magnefisation processes occurring during the reversal of the CoFe
c(mitimimis filins are hiteresting and aid the understanding of the micromagnefic striichire. However, from an industrial point of view it is
ilillmrt'ant, U) ilivesfigate the processes occurring in patterned shapes of
similar dimeiisions to perpendicular write heads as this will aid undersumdhig when shape anisotropy and stresses become involved. Chapter
7 fociised mi initial studies froin patterned permalloy shapes and thus
enabled a soft, isotropic filin to be investigated. The results showed the
processesm-ciirrhig in two sets of shapes, those with tapered-necks and
those without. It. was discovered for the "pole tip" widths of 100 nm
the reversal processesoccurring within the tip were not significantly in164
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fluenced by the reversal in the main body of the shape. However, wider
ý-poletip" widths of 500 nm and I pm did influence the reversal and
tips were capable of supporting different domain structures
the 500 11111
for a write
within the. tip. These observations are highly undesirable
head an(] show the obstacles which the CoFe films with well defined
anisotropy fave.
To stiniiiiarise. the main findings in this thesis have emphasised how imfilms.
I)ortant it is to have. smooth interfaces in multilayered magnetic
That, inagnetic defects occur when there is a high degree of roughness
films used for device applica,A,()ii](I liave inaJor iniplications if present in
tions. The effect,of physical defects oil the magnetisation processeswhich
occur diiring reversal showed the iniportance of having clean substrates
wlieii coiisidering filin deposition. Sonic interesting properties of 360'
doinain walls were also revealed and there may be implications for sorne
fiinire device applications which require domain wall pinning. Filially
die 1)atteriiiiig of pernialloy films to write head shapes revealed how the
sliapv anisotropy effects the reversal behaviour and the challenges which
CoR, filnis liave to overcome.

8.3

Future Work

1)()ssiblefuture work to aid the understanding of the defeets observedin
chapters 5 an(l 6 is detailed ill this section along with further studies on

the CoFcfilms.
Froin flic result,s in chapter 6 it, is clear the dual beam FIB/SEM could be
used t,o prepare TEM cross-sectionalspecimensof specific areas, Therefore flie st-ruct,ural defects observed in the laminate films in chapters 5
ioned. This would allow EELS to be performed
6 could he cross-sect,
and
.
atid flic ident.ity of the particles which are present on the substrate could
be found. It. Miýy also be possible with the dual beam FIB/SEM to prepare cross-sect-ionalspecimensfrom the complex magnetic defect regions
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initial identificawhich were observed in chapter 4. This would require
fion of the defect areas using the compu-stage on the FEI Tecnai F20.
It, would then be possible to deliberately contaminate the sample to profrom the area of interest. This
vide inarkers at a measurable distance
defect area when the sample
woiil(l enable identification of the magnetic
is transferred to the FIB/SEM.

Analytical investigations of the cross-

sectional samples would allow the growth of the films at these points to
be investigated and may provide information as to the origin of defect
area.s.
'Flic reversal bchaviour of the 360' domain walls which were observed in
flie laininate films in chapters 4 and 5 is reasonably well understood, however, the end points which pin the walls are not. It would be worthwhile

c.arr ying ont, inicroniagnetic modelling of these to aid understanding.
fliis is by no ineans an easy calculation and the initial input parameters
wou](1 iwed t.() be considered carefully. For example whether a structure
sinfilar t-()flie defects observed in cluapter 5 should be included and perh'aps initial studies Should consider single layer films before moving onto
the inore complex laininate films.
To further the studies of how the shape anisotropy of the write head
effects the reversal, the CoFe films from chapter 4 should be patterned
inu) shapes sinfilar to those investigated in c.bapter 7. Fresnel studies of
the patterned shapes will reveal how films with well defined anisotropies
behave in -an environment where there is a complex stress distribution.
In Chapter 4 the disph-weinent of walls between layers within the bilaycred filins. wa:s observed and it would be of interest to see if such walls
occur within the films when patterned down and if so how the walls
behave when there are other stresses present. The investigation of the
patterned CoFe films would also reveal whether the purely rotational
behaviour observed for the continuous quadrilayer film in chapter 4 still
occurred when the sample was patterned down and if any complex localised behaviour was present.
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Froin a technological point of view it is important to establish whether
the domain structures within the tip are reproducible at 0 Oe applied
field or if the behaviour in the CoFe films is similar to that observed for
the perinalloy filin in chapter 7 where variable, uncontrollable processes
occurred. This would relate to the remanent state of the head and the
cmsc-after-writc phenomena which was mentioned in chapter I section
1.5-1. Another possible investigation would be to vary the angle of the
-tapere(I-neck" and the, height of the "pole tip" to determine how they
effect flic reversal. This may aid in optimising the geometry of the
writer as flw areal storage density is increased further. Another issue
whicli (leserves attention is the concern that there are areas within the
,)()I(, t ip in whicli t,li(, flux is channelled down. To this end it would be
wort hwhile investigating flie flux emitted out of the tip of the patterned
C()F'Vshapes iising DPC. However, this is quite a complex experiment as
flie stray field froin flie fip would have a significant effect and separating
(nit flic various field c(nitribut, ions, would prove timely.
Other possiblestudies involve varying the materials used in the larninate
filins, for cxample the use,of Rm as a spacer layer or Cu as a seed layer.
Ititerest, lies in how the different layers effect the grain growth, i. e. are
there alternative materials which give a smaller grain size or smoother
interfaces. Also how are the inagnetisation processes occurring during
reversal effected and are there better alternatives for perpendicular writers than the ("()F(, huninate. filins investigated in this thesis.
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